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If all

way

thoughts

know

is

to study the

that almost every

ings even now, and

we

to century,

we

if

our words,

growth

it

of our

words back from century

are often astonished

philosopher by profession may,

He

in

growth of our words. We
word has a number of mean-

if

the variety of

at

made

purposes which they have been

this.

he

to serve.
likes,

has a perfect right to say, this

The

ignore

word

all

shall in

would be a blessing if every philosopher would do this, and though it
does not follow that language would always obey his
future

mean

this

and nothing

sic volo, sic jubeo, yet

It

else.

we should at all events be far
own nights of fancy. But apart

better able to follow his

from what, according to our opinion, certain words
ought to mean, there is a far more important question,
namely, what certain words have meant, and how they
came to mean what they meant. In this lies the whole
problem of the origin and growth of our thought.
And if the Science of Thought is ever to assume a posicharacter,

tive

if

historical facts

are ever to take the

mere speculation in the analysis of our mind,
it can be done in one way only, namely, by studying in
a truly historical spirit the continuous growth of our
words. One instance will show better what I mean
Let us take such words as
than lengthy arguments.
place of

person, personal, personality.
abstracts terms.

In

fact,

They

are

now

very

nothing can be more abstract

male nor female, neither
noun it is hardly more than what
to be is as a verb.
In French it may even come to mean
nobody. For if we ask our Concierge at Paris whether
anybody has called on us during our absence, he will
reply, " Personne, monsieur" which means, '•'Not a

than person.

young nor

It

old.

is

As

neither

many.

In Latin persona meant a mask,

made

of thin

wood

was worn by the actors at Rome. It is
curious that while the Greek actors always wore these
masks, the Roman actors did not adopt them at first.
Thus while nearly all technical Latin terms connected
or clay, such as

Three Dollars per Year.

I

Single Copies, 15

cts.

was never

The

naturalized in Italy.

100 B.C.), introduced masks, which had been

Roman

This may or

tune to squint.
confess

sounds to

it

malicious friends.

unknown

stage, because he had the misfor-

me

may

not be true, but

a little like a story

Anyhow

it is

had introduced masks simply
blemishes of his face, the

strange that,

in

I

invented by
if

Roscius

order to hide certain

name given

to

them

in

Latin,

possibly by Roscius Gallus himself, should have been

which causes the voice to sound. We
the Greeks called their masks wp6auiTov, which means simply what is before the face, the
mask thus worn being meant to indicate the character
To us it seems
represented by each actor on the stage.
almost incredible that the great Greek actors should
have submitted to such mummeries, and should have
deprived themselves of the most powerful help in actBut so it was, and we
ing, the expression of the face.
are told that it was necessary, because without these
prosopa, which contained some acoustic apparatus to
strengthen the voice of the actor, they could not have
made themselves heard in the wide and open-air theatres

persona,

i.e.

that

can understand

why

of Greece.

Why

these

Latin,

in

i.e.

masks should have been
through-sounder,

called

persona

no

further

requires

explanation; but the story of Roscius Gallus, the squinting

actor,

becomes thereby

we remember

all

the

more

doubtful,

that Plautus already

was

able to use the diminutive persolla in the sense of "

You

particularly if

little
I

fright!"
see

(Plaut. Cure.

no reason

to

i.

3.

36.)

doubt that persona, as a feminine,

a genuine Latin word, the name of an instrument
through which the voice could be made to sound, and
more particularly of the mask used by Greek actors.

was

Gellius (v. 7) informs us that a Latin grammarian
had written a learned work on the origin of words,

who

Of course person is the Latin persona. It came to
from Rome, but the journey was long and its adven-

tures

-puauxov,

before on the

a

soul, sir."

us

mask,

for

to study the

trace

i

story goes that a famous actor, Roscius Gallus (about

I.

our thoughts are embodied

follows that the best

27, 1887.

with the theatre were borrowed from Greek, the name

MAX MULLER.

Part

a Scientific Basis.

from permouth
being hidden everywhere by the cover of the mask and
open only through one passage for the emission of the
voice, drives the voice, being no longer unsettled and
diffused, into one exit only, well gathered together, and
And
thus makes it sound more clear and melodious.
because that mask makes the voice of the mouth clear
Gavius Bassus by name, derived persona

sonare, to sound through, because "the head and
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and resonant, therefore it has been called persona, the o
being lengthened on account of the form of the word."
I should have thought that with regard to the origin
and the formation of a word which had become current
at

Rome

not so very long before his time, the testimony

Gavius Bassus was, would have
But no; there is nothing
carried considerable weight.
that scholars, who can discover nothing else, like so
of a scholar such

much

as

The

as to discover a false quantity.

adjective persouus, they say,

is

However, before we enter on the defence of our own
whether our opponents can produce
Scaliger, the great Scaliger, in
a more plausible one.
order to avoid a false quantity, went so far as to derive
persona from irepi opii, what is round the body, or even
gnat

gird round.

Is not this straining at a

and swallowing a camel ?

consider that such an etymology
ble with a Scaliger

We

was

who, taking

have only

possible,

all in all,

and

to

possi-

was perhaps

the greatest classical scholar that the world has ever

known,

in

order to see

how

completely

change

classical schol-

It

is

well

known

is

I

Guva, but

if it is

thought better

and u their weakened forms,

much by

their short vowel, as

we

through.

more
jug,

In fact persona by the side of sottare

in conjiix,

Whoever
at

sudden

hill.

stop.

Some
Others

roll

philologists,

be

rather

than

false quantity,

a corruption,

if

incur

the

suspicion

suggests that persona

of

may

not of prosopon, at least of a possible

adjective prosopina, while the

change of prosopina

into

persona might be justified by the analogous change of
Persephone into Proserpina. I do not think that the

Proserpina^ prosopina : persona
would be approved of by many mathematicians, and

equation Persephone:

there remains besides the other

phone was

a

real

word, whether a

what would be the

roll down stones from
away briskly, but come
down slowly, and after a

But now and then a quite
and
down together, and loosen a large stone

making havoc

committing a

this

start

the turf, uprooting trees,

tive

no

a very fascinating, though, no doubt, a

out finding anything approaching to such violence.
classical scholars are not the

is

side of

of musical instruments

certainly no idea of

It is

it.

some maker

Palo-graccus, lately published by Saalfeld (1SS4), with-

Professor Pott, the Nestor of compara-

we

coujugis.

invented or started

Rome, had

fate of

to a

by the

irregular than perjugis, continual,

time vanish from our sight.

must confess

us, all

do is to admit a causative formation of sonare,
and persona would then mean exactly what it does
mean, namely something which causes the voice to sound

Alagnum,
represented persona as a corruption of the Greek proNow it is quite true that the Romans made sad
sopon.
havoc with some of the words which they adopted from
Greek, but we may go through the whole Tensaurns

I

possible,

to

the crest of a

However,

if

If therefore our phonetic conscience pricks

have

very mischievous amusement, to

only offenders.

I

see in sopire, pldcare, scdare.*

was uttered without any misgivings by the prince of
a hundred years later, another great author-

and au, and

that causative verbs in pirticular lengthen,

classical scholars?

Vossius, the author of an Ety?nologicum

begin with

to

ai

this

squinting actor or

About

certain

for that

do not think that
change of fashion.
I hold that what Hindu grammarians have explained as
Guna, or strengthening, accounts best for such words as
dux, dncis and duco,Jjdcs and j~idus, dicax and dico, etc.
Exactly the same process would account for sono
and personus by the side of persona. We are not surprised at sopor and sopio, toga and contdgiiifn, sagax
and sdgus, placidus and pldcare, even sedere and
scdare.
We have in Sanskrit dsu, quick, in Greek,
(JM-f, in Latin oc-ius, all derived from a root, .-Is, which
preserves its short vowel in acus and acntus. We know
i

either lose or gain

Would even the most insignificant of
Greek professors now venture on such an etymology
which, not much more than three hundred years ago,

ity,

radical

in

name

think that the best

still

the strong vowels or rather diphthongs

arship has been purified and reinvigorated by comparative philology.

the

that

and u are constantly strengthened

i

derivatives.

we

derivation, let us see

-ept^uadai, to

vowels

call

sounding?

whether Latin

to find out, therefore,

try

ing instrument.

persona

is

must

two words, one personns, meaning resounding, and another persona, meaning a resound-

o in the Latin

short, that in

No doubt it is, and Gavius Bassus was well
long.
aware of it, but he says the o was lengthened on account
Is not that clear enough for
of the form of the word.
Are there not many words in which
a grammarian ?
the vowel is lengthened or strengthened on account of
Have we not in Sanskrit the
the form of the word ?
same root, svan, which froms svdna, sound, but svdtia,

from

We

could not have formed

insignificant pebble will strike against other stones,

they will
that

roll

was only waiting

And down

for a slight push.

they go, like an avalanche of earth and dust, tearing up

at

last

in

all

jumping high

along their course,

into the air,

they

the valley, and no one can say

strange boulders came to be there.

Many

till

So

are started, but they will not

it is

down

how

these

with words.

Others

roll.

and

settle

roll

away and nothing seems to come of them. But this
word persona has rolled along with wonderful bounds,
striking right and left, suggesting new thoughts, stirring
up clouds of controversy, and occupying to the present
day a prominent place in ali discussions on theology and
philosophy, though few only of those who use it know

how

it

came

to be there.

objection that Perse-

Greek word, but prosopina was

not.

Corsscn, Uber Aussprache des Lateinischen. Vol.
schmann, lntiogermanischer Vocalismus, p. 57.

I.

p.

391

seq.

;

Htib-
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Persona proved

to

be a very handy and useful word,
should have done without

know what we

and

I

it.

In languages which do not possess such a

hardly

whole

trains of

we

thought are missing which

word

express

by distinguishing between the mask and its wearer.
Both came to be called persona, and hence a double
development in the meanings of the word.

When

persona was taken

in

meaning of

first

its

mask, representing not the real, but the assumed character of an actor, nothing was more natural than to say,
for instance, of a dishonest

man

Thus persona took

persona.

was wearing

a

the sense of false appear-

was able

ance, and Seneca (Ep. 24. 13)

ought

that he

to say

we

that

remove the mere appearance or persona, not
Non hominibus

to

only from men, but also from things:

tautum, scd

rebus persona dementia est

et

Personatus was used of a man

facies sua.

reddendo.

et

who

had

to

appear different from what he really was, and Cicero,
writing to Atticus (15.

1.

slightlv

a

in

exclaimed, £hiid est cur

4),

ego personatus ambulem?
in an assumed character? "

"Why

We

should

when some

sense, namely,

different

for fraudulent purposes, tries to pass for

In Latin, however, persona

deceptive

of a

sense

some one

was not always used

appearance,

who

remarking that " lie

walk about

I

speak of personating

we

for

see

dim with

in the

Cicero

man.

of infant

I

knew him when he conceived of me
'cut-off' and called me 'time,' that is,

SEA.

old

man

limbs

did not allegorize,
for old bot-

knew Sindbad only as a sailor and the wrinkled
only as one who had been a stroller on his own

I

tles.

till

he

found portage on Sindbad.

I

wondered

why Sindbad took him. I thought the old man must
have said: "You see I am in a helpless plight. You
see how old, withered and weazen I am.
I am very
light.
is

I

am

only to

The

me

so light
tell

sit

you

but

up,

a

this

shore so long there

shriveled skin over rickety

on your shoulder

just a little while.

will hardly feel

me and you have

me when you

silly sailor

climbed

me

of

left

Let

bones.
I

have wandered along

nothing

are tired and

heard and yielded.

locked

his

legs

I

will dismount."

The wily

He

is
is

man

life.

All " which thing," as Paul would say,

is

an allegory.

The Old Man of the
not time-wrinkled, but Time.
He is past time.
the Past.
He comes to man and says: "I am

Sindbad

Sea

old

firmly around Sindbad's

breast and stuck there to the end of

is

not a man, but

Man.

something

a thing cut.

In

the very life-stuff of the race I recorded the tattooing of

mind with

the

Man

Take me on your

superstition.

your

will guide

I

feet.

will

I

sit

limbs around

his

shoulder.

lightly."

heard and yielded, and the Old

and locked

Man mounted

our breast and

his

laid

hand on our brain. And there he sits, bestriding us as the
Old Man of the Sea bestrode Sindbad. In his left
hand he carries the ripe sheaves of error; in his right
How
the seeds of truth.
.Shake him off we cannot.
he clings to us in the very names we give him! Why
do we divide a day into twenty-four hours and an hour
minutes?

into

It is

because, long ago, shepherds
to divide the

twenty-four parts and one of these into

because Nebuchadnezzar happened to
scale of the shepherds.

neying

Babylon, found and took

to

sixty.

day
It is

adopt the time-

because Hipparchus jour-

It is

division of the Chaldeans.

Athens, from Athens

the

I

had no new wine

as a

I

Man

I

passed before the cra-

made record of the faltering steps
knew him when he knew not me.

Athens the time-

to

From Babylon

it

journeyed

Rome, from Rome to the
world, from the world of Rome down the ages till its
The Old
foot-prints are on the face of your watch.
Man guides your hand when you paint the numbers on

GUNNING.

of the Sea on his shoulders.

make
The

I

the dial of a clock.

did not spiritualize.

I

gen-

clip the

such myriad lives as to

world was growing old when
dle of humanity.

In boyhood I was entertained by the story of the
Arabian Nights. My sympathies were roused by the
plight of Sindbad, the sailor, going about with the Old

I

I

this

grown

the crust of the globe impact of their skeletons.

to

D.

mown down

into sixty

).

BY PROF. W.

on the shore of

This scythe wherewith

age.

erations has

tides

other worlds have

till

on the plains of Babylonia happened

Qui philosophiam pro-

THE OLD MAN OF THE

have marked the

I

one,

gravissimam mini sustinere videtur personam

(Cic. in Pis. cap. 29

old.

island in the sea of worlds

else.

teaches philosophy takes upon

himself a very serious part:"
fitetnr,

very

507

to

Why is our notation decimal? It is because nature,
having wrought indefinitely as to arithmetic, came to
number five for the digits on a mammal's foot, a
number which she held and passed up into the fingers ot
a

man.

The

men counted on

first

their fingers,

had

five

toes

our notation

decimal.

is

and

man on his line
The Old Man

because the bathmodon which preceded

hand on your brain when you stamp your coin
How he presses
or your paper in denominations often.
on the brain of the pugilist, who calls his fist " a bunch
lays his

of fives," the very
the

mind

life

Why

do

the shaggy

name used by Hesiod

in the

dawn

of

of Greece!

we wear the marriage ring? It is because
man of the prime wooed his wife with a club

and led her to
the age of iron

his

cave with a rope on her wrist.

came the thing was passing

When

into a symbol.

The tie of the rope gave place to a rime of iron. The
symbolism passed from the wrist to the finger, from iron
to gold, but

time, must

on

a

still,

wear

in

parts of

iron.

How

Germany,

the bride, for a

lightly the

lady's finger whispering servitude

had whispered love!

Old Man sits
where a man
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Why do less developed men in parts of Ireland, at a
wedding, make pretence of capturing a bride and taking
away by

her

force?

It

a

is

shadow

cast

down

the slope

of centuries from a cruel reality.

Why do we
in

perpetrate the folly of robing ourselves

black after the death of a friend

It is

?

because our

which a number of brothers held a
this state of polyandry Abraham had passed, but the Old Man who bestrides us,
already old, was bestriding him and saying, " You must
not marry your mother's daughter, although you can
wed without blame the daughter of your father." Now
of society

a state

wife

in

in

From

common.

We

unloving ancestors disguised themselves so that the

the Semitic

dreaded ghost whose body they were burying would

Europe and the Hindu and Persian of Asia
back about five thousand years, when we find them

know them and therefore could not haunt them.
The Old Man sits heaviest on our shoulder at the tomb,

not

There

church, and by the throne.

in the

whose root

funeral custom to-day

man

of the ancient

An

to

is

hardly a

is

not in a ceremony

bar out an ancient ghost.

Anglican bishop once said to me that in matters
when they would mend the creed or the

of the church,

mend an

And

who mend

they did as those

ritual

so

an old

They

riddle.

old fiddle with a piece of another old fiddle.

with the harp of Zion, every new-born church

which would mend it still uses a piece of the harp of
David or timbrel of Deborah.
The costume which we cast off centuries ago is still
the costume of royalty.

Royalty, like religion, delights

to robe itself in cast-off

customs and costumes.

continued to be royal after

The

it

had ceased

Incas married Coyas, their

his sister,

to be

Incest

common.

Herod married

sisters.

Cleopatra her brother.

Let the Old

ham married

Man

his half sister.

In explaining to

which he had taught her

a falsehood

past.

to

Abra-

Abimelek

speak, he said,

my sister, the daughter of my father, not
the daughter of my mother, and therefore she became my

" True, she

wife."

is

It is as if he

had

said,

" If we had been of the same

mother custom would not have tolerated our marriage.
Kinship goes through the mother." The act of Abraham was the outcrop of an old stratum. His words to
Abimelek are as the label of a geologist on a stratum of
the globe.

I

history of

man

read

it

In this stratum, as old in the

thus:

of the earth, a

as the Potsdam sandstone in the history
number of men held a wife in common.

Polyandry

older than polygamy.

is

this

stratum will pass far

and

Rome

down

will write in her

Abrasions from

in the

history of

man

law " -partus seqiiitur ven-

trum" and America will translate it into her slave code
The chain follows the mother." The Old Man on our

"

shoulder was holding the pen for every president
sat in that

White House

He

had taken us to
something of deep significance.

from the door of

his tent

who

Washington, till Lincoln.
Palestine and was telling us

in

in

Abraham

Mamie

a

stands

out

dim form on

the

The language
way what he told withThe Hebrew language

horizon line between history and fable.
of his race will

tell

us in another

knowing it, to Abimelek.
had no word for uncle and consequently no word for
out

its

nephew. The language did not discriminate between a father and a father's brother.
It implied
co-relative,

very old race.

a

can trace

potential in the loins of a shepherd race

all

the

at

the foot of

But the Semitic did not blend even with
the Aryan.
Five thousand years ago there were the
Negroes, the Negritoes, the Mongols, the Turks, the
Semites and the Aryans. If they diverged from a comthe Himalayas.

mon

word from

ancestral race, not a

race

is

known

to survive in

the tongue of that
any language spoken to-day.

The Old Man who remembers
man has forgotten his words.

the habits of primeval

In the Nilgherry Hills of India we find tribes arrested
development at the stage of polyandry. It is only

in

who keep up the
custom of many husbands to one wife. It is said that
wherever we find a tribe addicted to eating dog we may
those especially devoted to religion

been addicted

infer that the tribe has lately

When

man.
So,

speak from a remoter

is

races of

it

vice

eating

to

cannibals reform they tone off on dog.

would seem, when the race was reforming from

it

toned off on religion.

The men

a

of the Nilgherry

Hills blend with the pre-Semites in the practice of poly-

andry.

Now,

the languages of the American Indian,

the non-Hindus of India, and the

Hebrew, barren

names

of

for uncle

Mongols are,
and nephew.

like the

These

old races, like the pre-Semite, lived in polyandry.

How

heavily the Old

Man

sits

on Australia!

heavily his hand presses on the Australian brain!

pendulum which, over
his steps

stopped on

its

all

the universe,

upward beat

How
His

was beating out

in Australia.

Crea-

kangaroo and stopped. Man reached
Australia while yet a child-man and his growth stopped.
On the south coast he has hardly attained to the tribal
He lives in sexual promiscuity under a single
state.
restriction.
As we push our way backward we find the
lines of custom converging toward the Australian.
So much has the Old Man on our shoulder been
telling us.
What a welcome the world gave to man!
Fangs, claws, thorns, thistles, the buzzing lance of the
tion reached the

insect, the invisible

bivouac

in earth

and

air

of the microbe,

war of wind with wave and tooth
with claw that was the world which cradled the newborn man. And how roughly the new-born man
Painful to the child-man was the
his cradle!
fitted
leopard's claw and pelting storm, more painful his
own dawning thoughts. Turn a horse into a world
simoons, typhoons,

—

it

does not

senses will

know and every
seem

begins animism.

object within range of

a thing of life

— so

So was

world

the

low on the
to

infant

its

scale

man.

"
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who

Our own

ancestors

looked from

hurdles of the

sheep-fold

on the Himalayas saw the

mighty domes

robed

were

snow, enduring but never going, as if they
and called them
colossal behemoths at rest,
in

They saw

breathers.

the river rushing on

the

at

moun-

509

browse the tender grass on its shore! No thorn
was on the rose, no claw was on the tiger, no fang was
m the asp, no grave had opened under the foot of man,
no storm raged over his head, no storm of passion raged
in his heart, the " maruts," those pounders of the sky,
were lulled to zephyrs and the great globe itself lay
world

to

and called it the runner. They
saw the lightning's forked flash, and called it the smitcr.
They felt the pelting storms, and called them " maruts,"

of the tree of knowledge and Milton,

the pounders.

of Christendom, says that

never

tain's foot,

" Far along

at rest,

from peak

Leaped the

live

to

—
thunder

and called it the enfo/der, and,
All things
enfolding Heaven-Father.
granite,

the roarer.

it

domes

the

fire.

He

at

last,

the

There

lived.

Even an oath was

concrete

a

When

blast,
"

Of Norembega and

the

Then from the north
Samoed shore,

Bursting their brazen dungeon, armed with ice
hail and stormy gust and flaw,"

And snow and
the winds

came roaring and bellowing over

and told the lightning when
in despair of competing with

bow and

earth and man,

arrows, another with a kind of a pitchfork,

Some were armed

twanged

from
that

his

with

fallen race.
life

is

His

we

dearly need.

was

so tragic

and even inanimate nature.

The

religion

the protoplasts

Adam

fly were living in peaceful fellowship in a world
which was all paradise, and even the fish, as sung in
Paradise Lost, at the hour for dining, left their watery

and the

to build a bridge,

with asphaltic slime and pinned

as if

with

cemented

adamant, from

The Old Man of the Sea who bestrode Sindbad
drank wine and broke into speech. Under the enchantment of science the Old Man who bestrides us speaks.
Hear him. All that you are and all that you have are

man is a
dragged down all

While

while Satan,

dark deeds toward

earth to hell.

and Eve, were embowered in Eden
and the fawn, the shrike and the dove, the spider

of the race,
the lion

it

in

the

based on the assumption that

fall

to stab,

God

and

armed than any god on Olympus. He was Jahweh of
He was armed with a glittering sword
war hosts.
which he bathed in blood, with arrows which drank
blood, with fire which he rained down on rebellious
men, with lightning which he shot forth like arrows,
with snow and hail which Job tells us he reserved
against the day of battles, and with pestilence which he
reserved against the day of peace.
These doleful voices we are hearing from the cradle
of our race may seem an empty waste of words.
Our
manly voice is in no danger of going back to childish
treble.
No, but the treble and piping of the child-man
of Christendom

was content

terror,

bow

Greeks before the walls of Troy. Sophocles sings
of the great plague at Athens as caused by the
Jahweh was more fiercely
shafts of unarmed Mars.

are teaching us a lesson

"Told the thunder when to roll with
Through the dark aerial hall,"

the dogs

silvery

pierced

pesti-

;

sea and

another angel ministrant from the throne

Olympus supplemented a conclave of fighters below.
One god was armed with thunder-bolts, another with

Apollo

fruit
faith

feet

land

unseen shafts of disease

who sings the

fang came on the asp, graves began to open

So to the ancient man earth
in the world of air above.
seemed too small for the fierceness of its battle and it
The synod of gods on
regurgitated into heaven.

lence.

he tasted the

of men, " hiss to hiss returned " through
all the world "from forked tongue to forked tongue;"
strong angels bore commission from the throne of light
to tip the earth's pole and at once the zephyr rose to a

under the

all-

the earth to bring

another with a club.

fell;

thorn came on the rose, the claw came on the

The

tiger, the

of

Zeus was going to swear he sent Iris to
up the oath in a golden ewer.
To the ancient man all things lived and most things
Nature was a plenum of fight. In the ocean
fought.
the war of each against all is so fierce that now and then
the finny fighter leaps up to fight the feathered fighter
thing.

lap of

In pangs, and nature gave a second groan."

them real live thunder, and they called
They saw the azure dome over-spanning

abstractions.

its

Earth trembled from her entrails as again

"

peak the rattling crags among

to

were no

peaceful on

an outgrowth. In me was the root. In the future shall
bend the golden fruit. Be charitable toward the tramp.
He is your heritage from me. The first men were
tramps. The tramp who roams the highway to-day
with no floor under his feet but the turf, no roof over
his head but the sky, equals the first tramp plus shoes
on his feet, plus a coat on his back, plus a hat on his head.
Be charitable toward the dark of mind and perverse of
will.
They are anachronisms, the gray of morning mist
Be compassionate toward
flecking the skies of noon.

whose nudity is girt only with feathered cincture,
and whose nudity of mind is veiled only by platted shreds
from that weed of superstition, the night-shade. They
those

are

my

gift to

you.

They

are children of the

dawn who

have lingered far on in the day, children still, old and stiff.
To them you owe your gods, your demons and your ghosts.
Be charitable even toward me, the Past. Bear me lightly
and do not drop me abruptly. Whatever triumph you
have made over me, the sanctity of marriage for my
guard it as the apple of the eye guard it. With

laxity,

—

these triumphs under your feet, with the light of science
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your eyes, behind you unnumbered ages of preparawithin you unspeakable potencies, before you the

tion,
hills

of light,

move on and while

"The

the ringing grooves of change"

work

out

crowning race of man that "eye to eye
on knowledge" and feel no burning on the
brow and no ache on the heart.
the

shall look

SEPARATENESS

IN RELIGION.

BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE.

The

which the separateness of things
is in theology.
Lord
Dalling who as Sir Henry Bulwer was a diplomatist
of repute, and therefore by profession a master of disdistinct

last

place in

comes

to

be perceived

—

tinction

who

terms, yet

in

described

an atheist

as

Thus,

England national

prosaic,

secular education.
The
much smoking, much pondering Dutch

Europe which keeps secular sepafrom religious instruction, and thereby rears the
best citizens and the best Christians in the world
and
are the only nation in
rate

—

which sends to Heaven clear-headed
saints.
Prof. Francis William Newman, the one distinguished scholar whose style is as clear as Huxley's, is
never confused. He discerns separateness through all
the wide region of religion.
"By the Church," he says,
"are meant those who are actual fellow- workers, whether
with conscious or unconscious religion. There are a
large margin of estimable persons in whom kindliness,
is

the only country

"

How

comes

it

Why

"

this

is

And

Am

Richard Baxter was far inferior to Professor Newman.
Mr. Spurgeon, who, at the annual supper of his college
said he had " an absolute hatred of advanced thought,"f

am

Hell, nor

Think'st thou that

I

I

my

concrete purpose here

There

hardly any remark

is

1SS7.

the

common-

Names are the signs of ideas in
who intelligently use them. If I

minds of those

the

announce that I shall write on Bells some might supI had in view the "Bells" of Erckmann-Chatrian's Polish Jew, or church bells, or vesper bells
but
no one would expect from me a paper on bottle-nosed
whales.
The selection of right names is the object and
pose

—

the necessity of discussion; and debate

any

who think names indifferent.
A man comes into this world

is

foolishness to

without being con-

sulted as to time, or place, or part he has to play.

He

soon hears that there is another world also. People who
have found the world ready-made and not badly fur-

it,

or as Carlyle says "

however,

that

had provided

this

Being

sits

is

address in this world,

it

some Being whom they
and " personally conducts"

outside and sees

is

in

world

world
these
carol

is

it

go."

As

never seen about, nor has any
has been concluded that His

it

real

7,

among

dispute about names."

one known and one unknown.

May

out the

which denotes more looseness of
thought than the saying that "it is not worth while to

"advanced thought "—as the late Thomas Scott,
Norwood, who published a hundred essays in furtherance of it, issued one on " Secularism," which set forth
that the secular was essentially and of its nature atheistic.
Mazzini with all his fine Italian penetration, never saw
any separateness in the two things.
The faculty of discerning separateness was a charac-

I'. W. Newman.
Tht Netn Crusade.
Rev. T. R. Stevenson's Report cited in Inquirer,

to point

places of discussion

of

«

is

separateness of the secular from the atheistic.

ers of

t

Heaven,

In being deprived of everlasting bliss?"

But

abode

ancient thought though seemingly lost to the

it:

the face of God,

tasted the eternal joys of

of course sees no sacredness in secular things; but lead-

teristic of

out of

who saw

not tormented with ten thousand Hells

nished have concluded

comprehensionist

spiritual lawgiver, the secular

then that thou art out of Hell?" Mephis-

called Deity

a

to

form."

topheles replies:

who

As

human

or

reply to the question of Faustus to the nimble Fiend,

generosity and purity predominate in their characters
profess no religion at all."*

love

in

— was sure

There was a strong element of the perspicacity
which discerns separateness in theology in Chalmers,
who astonished his generation by the saying that " Hell
was not a place but a state." Yet, three centuries ago
Marlowe said the same thing with a splendor of perspicuity which no modern preacher has attained.
In

the atheistic

us obtaining in

"who-

religious.

passionate a theist as

is not yet clear to the English mind.
The
Bishop of Peterborough maintains that they are the same
thing. This error was the great obstacle which prevented

most

her

thinker would not be excluded from the rewards of the

never went further than disbelief of the Bible, was

dreamy

—

whether
toward the Deity

sincerely

his heart

Crishna was our

if

in

us that Crishna taught that

and

constantly

Paine

Theodore Parker, and hated
atheism as much as Robespierre. George Henrv Lewes
on one occasion depicted as an atheist that "Sea-green"
Republican. Two things so distinct as the secular from
as

tells

obtain liberation (salvation) incarnated in

the past with his claws and fangs and pestilential gods,
in

Mrs. L. Maria Child,

thinker.

famous work,

enmity-bent

yourselves change with the changing time,

work

modern
ever

great globe shall spin forever

Down

COURT.

another world, and that there are two worlds,

is

Experience

Theology.

;

One

The

interpreter of the

the interpreter of the supposed

thing appears quite clear, that

two worlds are distinct. As in the case of the
which sings of "three ships which came sailing by

containing Joseph and his fair lady "

—

everybody can
from the passengers,
though how Joseph and Mary, two persons only, were
distributed in three ships has never been explained.
In course of time it comes to be perceived by those

see that the

ships

were

distinct

—

THE OPEN COURT.
who
tem

think that this world

is but part of an infinite sysand the other world is described as an
dominion to which is given the name of

called Nature,

illimitable

Then two

Spirit-world.

persons

arise, the first

called Theist, declares his belief that nature

originated by the

Lord

who

second person

name

out beginning or end, and that

ing within

miracles,

all

womb

eternal

its

all

time,

right or the atheist

of Atheist,

The

destiny.

all

may be

as

The

labor.

of this

with-

ment.

may be
know abso-

—

world

as distinct

is

whether

from

its

the

of

uses as

owner from an

a house or the
tell

question

his habitation

is

can

whether an

tell

estate

is

same way the

An

occupier can

well built, well drained,

may never

Any

fitness of this

knowledge of who designed
all

is

may

be unknown.

world

as a pleasant

quite distinct from

who owns

or

it,

appearances the contriver and proprietor of

looks for no

our

—

affairs

knows

or can

secularism

is

is

meant

which can be

avowedly
a

life

this

life

The

tained.

and more so
that

who

and human
in its

the truth

— precepts

By
of

by which

reverence of that which

is

true,

and right

human, and some think religious,
than many theories of theology which take
is

by many that there is One who watches
over this world ready to aid all who call upon Him. If
this were true there would be neither error nor want
anywhere, for we know that all the inhabitants have
is

said

is

ever true

God or man below
we reason but from what we know."

can

may have few

principles

but they

have that certitude which can be tested by the experience of this life.
He does not pretend to see more than

Unambitious

he can see.

He

him.

takes

nature

come
or

does

not

sense

sufficient for

Unknown

undertake to say

— and

is

whether

about

all

seemingly blaspheme the universe
that nature

is

we

does not matter which

it

should have been told

denying

is

that the

the outcome of intellect or intellect the out-

is

of nature

we

common

for granted

it

He

unknown.

He

it.

like the

believe

does not

theist, by-

incapable of taking care of

—

Heaven no

itself,

ness,

by self-dependent
all

duty

blessings of this

existence shall

this

—

He

trouble.

and sums up

ist

name.

It

Pope

of

nature

in

more than he

is

of

secularist

seeks to express his thankful-

improvement,

effort for personal

in

endeavors to extend the secular

to others, confident that

life

come

to pass, that

if

a future

he will have qualified

it
by having made a common sense use of
Thus, while the atheist worries himself as to how

himself for

morality, justice and honor can be inculcated and sus-

and compassionate

What

The

The maxim

know.

first

this.

alien to this world.

series of precepts

tested in

Say

From

can be conducted without theology, which

precepts and policv

nothing

is

save " force and matter," because that

world

convinces those

the providence of

is

The

study the material means

the absolute materialist, that there

this

acknowledgment save the happiness of the

Ever increasing experience

alone

life,

it.

inhabitants and exacts no rental save that of progress.

observe that science

is

responsibility of eternal vigilance to keep all the worlds
going and answer the conflicting and unceasing petitions of all the millions of mankind.
The secularist
makes no exactions he nurtures no discontent he gives

well cultivated, although the landlord
In the

secularist sees that secular exertion

the architect from

is

competent person
well wooded, well watered,

and profitable dwelling place

rule

nor does he put upon Deity the dread and ceaseless

estate.

the architect.

The

should pray

authorship of this

well ventilated, well situated, although he

know who was

we

with a view to human welfare and improveBut always avoiding large statements which
exceed human knowledge he does not say with

avows

by the name of Neutralists or Secularists, who say that
upon questions so vast they give no opinion not having
Belief implies evidence.
sufficient knoweldge.
To
arrive at a conclusion upon infinite things the premises
must be infinite, and to marshal infinite premises and
judge them, are beyond finite capacity and not necessary
for the practical purposes of life and duty.
The origin of this world not being obvious or determinable, all men would perish were they called upon to
make the discovery as a condition of the enjoyment of

The

that "

though there was no help in us and work as though
was no help in Heaven." This is doubling our

whether he is or not.
At the same time there are other persons not less
reflective but more diffident and unpretending, described

world.

is

there

lutely

this

for success

secularist, therefore, selects for

theist

right, but neither

down

The

mysteries,

secrets, all

with their passionate requests.

productive, chooses that course without complaint.

self-contained bear-

is

it

all

Him

at

theology lays

was

it

self-sufficient, self-acting,

is

is

incapable

that

of the spirit dominions.

bears the

nature

his belief that

is

self-sustainment and

of self-existence and

who

been

5"

world came

to be

spends his time

in

and

why

it

goes on

— the

secular-

trying to discover the best uses to

that is, may be put.
How far a theist
be a secularist will depend upon the nature of his

which the world

may

He who

theism.
a

thinks Deity intends this world to be

vale of tears will very likely keep

He who

concerned.

bv prayer,

A

is

it

so, as far as

he

is

thinks the world can be put right

a fool if he

engaged

in

personal effort to

who is always whining to
Heaven to help him and who really believes Heaven will
do it, will be a poor hand at self-help; but a theist who
do

it.

thinks

mendicant

Heaven

is

theist

best pleased with that creed

which pro-

duces the best deeds for the service of humanity,
he a good secularist.

So mav an

theory which diminishes his interest
of this world, but

if

atheistical principle a

atheist
in the

who

mav

has no

secular affairs

he makes the acceptance of the
condition of secular devotion, he
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deters nearly

all

the world from looking at secularism

or even wishing to be of that opinion.
The essence of secularism is separateness.

It-

study

the laws of the universe, not its cause. The theist
the secularist
the atheist both hold unprovable views
His
deals only with what is provable by experience.

and

is

—

Outside

duties are in the realm of reality.
tinct

from

lies

it

the splendid realm

of"

it

and

speculation

dis-

which

love to explore, but in which no man can live.
Atheism like theism has a theory of the origin of things.
all

men

Secularism has a theory of the uses of things;

it

is

herein

but the bor-

world is
We
der-land of the realities of the world we know.
may say with St. John " For the life is manfested and
we have seen it." We can tell the perfume of a flower
without knowing who the gardener is. A knowledge
locoof the construction and uses of a steam engine, a
knowing
motive, or a steamboat, does not depend on
line of the other

originated
that Wall, or Stephenson, or Fulton, or Bell
world
this
Thus we can study the secular uses of
it.

Even Mohammed discerned
was prudence when the devout

who

camel

God

free

On

the contrary the secularists

rest to us.

WE

motion.

Arrived

question

is,

motion and imparted

to

organic station, the
to

rise

molecular

this

strangely specific character

it its

ner a definite set of
that

tains

prime mover, but which

M.D.

which

character to the motions.

also
I,

only the

on the contrary, maintain

meaning
hyper-mechannon- mental forces inher-

spontaneous and

is

thereby that

effected and receives

ical

not

imparting the specific

that the motion
it is

is

character through specific

ent in the living substance itself

intrinsic,

its

— not being mechanically

produced by externally imparted energy, nor by mental
influences, but

or

so-called

protoplasm, possesses

power of spontaneous and

such a

And

specific activity.

I

con-

clude that brain-substance being the highest kind of living

substance will possess

in

the highest degree of perfection

— not being

such power of spontaneous and specific activity
coerced to function specifically save by

its

own

intrinsic

This kind of verifiable spontaneity,
dependent on the organized power of moving or the

constitution.

specific functions
is

by dint of

a strictly condi-

and altogether different kind of spontaneity from
that imagined by Professor Cope in common with idealtional

will suffice to disclose the

The foregoing remarks
depth and intricacy of the great problem of voluntary

movement. But as the all-important question of the relation of mind to non-mental existence, turns on the correct

to be a peculiarity of free consciousness.

ists

We

know

cles.

mighty stronghold
of all those who believe that what we know as our
mind is controlling, or at least can control, what we

substance.

this

that artificial stimulation

will incite purposive

understanding of the nature of these so-called voluntary
movements, we must not shirk the task of again, ami
scrutinizing

is

Cope main-

Professor

muscles?

consciousness,

is

it

inherent, hyper- mechanical energies,

Part IV.

know as our body.
When' a person

given

has

power of performing other

PRODUCTS OF MIND?

BY EDMUND MONTGOMERY,

more thoroughly,

this ultimate

at

What

substance,

I

has done what he chooses best and leaves the

ARE

is

believer said to him, "

was

" Tie

leave the rest to God.
say

it

which naturally
And if it were practically
acts as stimulating cause.
possible to trace this molecular stir along the nerves up
to its origin, we would find in a. definite part of the
brain nothing whatever but another specific mode of

that secular-mindedness

thinks
created.

and commit him to God."
thy camel first and then commit him to God," replied
Mohammed. The prophet had separateness in his
mind. Theologians say we must do what we can and

my

further that

ascertain

a molecular stir in the nerve-substance,

by evolutionally organized efficiency.
Consistently following the method of sensible observation, I find by unmistakable evidence that the living

apart from the speculations of the atheist
the world eternal, or the theist who thinks it

will set

we

of sensible observation,

is

Proceeding with our method

through nerves.

of being able to stimulate in a definite purposive man-

that they are distinct.

The dim sky

self-moving organism the stimulation of the muscles
effected

Surely, then,

movements
the power

This

of

state

reside in the brain-

dependence

is

corroborated

The

furthermore by no end of pathological evidence.

mere

fact

that

definite

mus-

of initiating such pur-

movements must organically

posive

of the brain

of the ectodermic

mental or conscious

volitional as well as receptive, are exterminated

faculties,

with the

arm, an observer perDifferent senses render

disintegration of definite parts of the brain, and reappear

one another mutual aid in making sure of this perceptible fact, and numerous and intelligent observers will

forcibly in favor of the dependence of consciousness on

ceives the

arm and

corroborate
this

it.

movement.

moving

is

its

We

motion.

then desire to

Still

sensible observation,

his

know

the cause of

adhering to the same method of
find that the foifcr of movi?ig

we

resides in the substance of the muscles; for the muscles

contract and
artifical

move

means.

the

We

arm when
discover,

directly stimulated

however, that

in

by
the

with reintegration of these parts, ought

to

tell

very

organization.

We
means

know, moreover,

that artificial stimulation

scious states.

conscious

Surely, then, the

states

endowment

must

by

all

manner of con-

power

of emitting such

of sundry drugs will incite

reside, likewise, as

in the brain-substance.

an organized

And

corroborate by much pathological evidence.

this

also

is
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Now,

some kind

as

purposive movements,

initiates

nection, found

to

brain-function,

is

two

of brain-function gives thus rise

while another kind of brain-function

to conscious states,

it is

clear that the con-

two modes

obtain between these

specific brain-functions,

of

between

entirely organic, taking place

and not between a superpower on the one

organic conscious state as impelling

and a

side

Do

other.

brain-function as

specific

not,

on the

effect

its

moreover, the marvellously purposive,

then,

5*3

a perceptibk state of that objectively observable

is

we

substratum which

generally

The realm

matter.

call

of perceptible existents together with their perceptible
is the realm of physical phenomena.
From
same standpoint of objective science we cannot possibly perceive and observe any kind of mental phenom-

activities,

this

The brain of an observed organism may function
much as it pleases, we can perceive and observe there

enon.
as

nothing whatever but matter

in

Keeping con-

motion.

we

"automatic" performances of
hynotized subjects on suggestive stimulation, also most
forcibly point to an organic connection between ideational nerve-centres and volitional nerve-centres?
Surely, my endeavor here, all along, is faithfully to

sistently the attitude of sensible observation

adhere to " observed phenomena as foundation materials."
But how does it stand in this respect with Professor

rienced by the observed organism are not and cannot be
a " property " of that which we are perceiving as matter

and

yet

strangely

so

Cope? How does he seek to prove his
mind is the prime mover and director

He

activity?

most

critical

possibly

become aware

Xo

mutual

here.

aid of the senses or of

motion.

in

motion, or brain

non within

own

his

individual perception.

introspective and individual feeling, that

within another being?

introspection.

—

—

it

conscious-

is

which is moving my arm; or
which is imparting purposive movements to yours. But
we may well ask, whether he really knows what he
asserts to know, even when we allow him thus illegitimately and inadvertently to pass over from the objective
Does he know that a certo the subjective standpoint.
tain state of consciousness within him is acting as prime
ness in the form of will,

mover and director on that particular part of the brain
where the molecular motion originates, whose propagation acts as a specific stimulus to the muscles of the arm ?
Surely, he must confess, that he
all

that

is

going on

utterly inconceivable

matter of which

it is

is

in his brain;

how

a

it

is

conscious state can

wholly unconscious.

Who

move
knows

ness, that the great Aristotle believed the heart to
;

Mind

useless mass.
unfelt organic

How

can

it

to be

be

its

merely a cold and rather

or consciousness wells up from an

matrix, through unfelt organic activity.

possibly control the matrix and

its

activity,

wholly unconscious, while
is
from it?
The puzzle here arises chiefly from neglect of the
theory of cognition; that is from matter being believed
We perceive as
to exist in reality as perceived by us.
constituting the physical world nothing but what we
call matter and motion and to the cause of the possible
effect or " work," which such perceptible matter in
motion is able to produce by acting on other perceptiEnergy,
ble matter, we give the name of "energy."
of whose
receiving

existence

its

own

it

birth

;

then, can a

Mind, therefore, cannot possibly

be a property of that which

we

perceive as " matter in

energetic action."

Mind

or consciousness

matter, nor

the

is,

controller

thus, neither a property of

of our

movements.

The

marvel of voluntary movement lies far deeper than conPerhaps we may succeed in throwing some
sciousness.
little

additional light on

" observed

phenomena

it

by working

still

further

upon

as foundation materials."

TOUCHED BY PROPHECY.
BY ELIZABETH OAKES SMITH.

indeed

while thinking and willing that he does this through his
So unconscious are we of the seat of consciousbrain?

organ taking the brain

How,

self.

entirely ignorant of

and that

con-

phenomena occurring within its own
phenomenon occurring within
one being be a property of a phenomenon occurring
organism are

of

The

scious states simultaneously experienced by the observed

and suddenly assuming the entirely opposite method
His assertion inevitably means, I
know not by sensible observation but by dint of mere

tion,

avails

That which the observer perceives as matter
in functional activity, is a phenome-

in

at this

"co-workers"

Consequently, mind or the conscious states expe-

of voluntary

does so by completely abandoning

are

simultaneously experienced by the observed organism.

assertion that

juncture the method of sensible observa-

cannot

phenomena

that conscious

I

am

not a pessimist; far from

On

it.

the contrary,

good time coming, the sweet by-and-by
(spoken about reverently), the millennium, and what-

I

believe in the

nature; I think the
is of a buoyant, hopeful
world an uncommonly good world, and and with some
drawbacks upon which 1 am about to touch, growing
every day better; but but I must tell what happened.
f was in the country on a beautiful day in June, the

ever else

—

—

month of roses, bright, fresh, redolent of all sweets;
mumbling the farina of hollyhocks, and humming-

bees

birds plunging bill deep into

honeysuckles, and birds

breaking out into song as if they
was a delight to live and breathe.

felt
I

as I did, that

it

stepped lightly,

envying the school children out at recess who went by
me at a hop, skip and jump, which it were indecorous in

me

to imitate.

—

—

Buzz whir and, like a shot, and looking like a
Brobdingnag bug, a bicycle whirled past me, the man a
spider in the center of his web.
" What a libel upon the loveliness of the landscape,"

—
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I

muttered, and then whiz

— whiz — whir — and

half a

like a battalion of large beetles or

dozen others came on

—

COURT.

nerves lacerated as mine had been this lovely June day.

This uproar,

hazard, this wild, unearthly yelling

this

which the generations have not been educated up to,

a troop of tarantulas.

to

"Why need people be in such breathless haste on a
day like this?" I ejaculated, and seated rnyself upon a

demoralizing the child in his cradle, and he toddles into

stump by the roadside around which had clustered long
The
spikes of sweetbrier, full of pale pink blossoms.
feelmy
harmonized
with
place
moist sweetness of the

thumb and making mud pies.
While I thus theorized,

and

ings,

was

I

emerged from
toads do.

I

his

toad

a

lazily

of leaves and sat swallowing, as

den

sat speculating about that precious jewel in

when

his head,

when

displeased

not

upon the

there arose

air

such yells and

howls, screeches and screams, in every possible pitch, that
no human brain could imagine what was up and out to

strange vices and crimes while he should be sucking his

School children hallooed as only children can, and came
rushing to where I sat, while men bellowed " clear the
track!" shouted, threw up

their

arms and used an amount

I sprang to my feet,
Locomotive,
a resonant steamthat instant a Wild

at

I

at

Browning

eagle, as Elizabeth Barrett

calls

it,

I

—

chief

it

will

do

in its

audacious frolic

is

was

grew

it

I

mate under midnight stars, and
new detonation upon the air
these; less melancholy and more

its

perceived that this

a mixture of all

sharp.

Suddenly

a

horseman

speed galloped up to our

at full

driver and screamed at the top of his voice

Turn your

"

of

out

old stage into the

and make the

sight,

woods; hide the horses
shut up their

women

throats."

he delivered

Scarcely had

this

courteous message

than several other horsemen appeared and the sound
|

grew momently
followed by

a quick,

neater;

a little

sharp trumpet cry

sharp one, like a period

at the

end of a

sentence.

" Gorry

past calculation.

Bicycles on the road, wild locomotives on the track

perceived a difference.

I

of the moose to

now

went, scattering cattle, pedes-

lower regions. On, on it
onward, onward, and I heard its
trians and vehicles
shriek reverberated from hill to hill and repeated by a
thousand echoes. Why need a locomotive go wild on
How much misa day like this! a heavenly June day?

it

have traveled through
the wilds of Moosehead Lake, the sources of the Penobscot and the drear Mount Katahdn, and listened to the
solitary cry of the loon in these desolate regions, and the
louder

came thun-

dering down the track, roaring and leaping, jumping up
and plunging down like an incarnate fiend from the

thought

lazily

first

legitimate sound in a rural landscape, but as

of expletives, marvellous to hear.

and

had been abstractedly
upon the ear.
the bellowing of an ox, a
I

listening to a sound that at intervals struck

call

create such a din.

is

—

!"

cried a country

Marcy

bumpkin by my side.
a stout dame with

ejaculated

a

what next ?

basket of eggs in her lap.

The melancholy Jaques would have been beguiled
from his mood by an experience like mine this June day.

young

girl,

her round eyes growing rounder, and clinging to

my

Accordingly,

after

musing awhile,

silently

I

determined

be found on the road and
What were roses and
parts unknown.

to take the first stage-coach to

make my way

to

me with inroads of bicycles
Alas! we challenge destiny when

sunshine and sweetbrier to

and wild locomotives?
we attempt to turn our face against

onward

trees,

dale, softly striking a hoof here

and there

—

1 like

up

hill

to

and

down

waken

and mountain

forest glades

content, thinking

traveling

was

to

rills.

I

how much

one of gentle

better this

sensibilities

mode

of

than to be

going helter-skelter fortv miles an hour in a railroad car.

The

hazards to

and the brain

is

life

too

and limb multiply daily,

slow

in

devising

I

Commend me to an old-fashioned vehicle
horse, and deliver me from the cantraps of engines

gone

astray.

traveler "in

Here, as

am as much at ease as the
As we pass through a wood

I sit, I

mine Inn."
aroma comes gratefully

of pines the delicious

—

The

to the

tell.

driver turned his horses into the woods, utter-

ing expletives and

lashing them

furiously, ever and

anon crying out

You women

"

catch

it!"

and

in there

hold your tongues, or you'll

we went under

limbs

of trees,

over

stumps and bushes, into holes and out of ditches. There
was a pause; our horses were still, the stage ceased to
oscillate,

and that terrible cry of a beast,

if

beast

it

was,

suddenly ceased.

mused,

precautionary

measures.

and a

—

the

outgrowth of
leaned back in a

sylvan gods; he seems to be the natural

dreamy

to

—

trav-

an old-fashioned,

moderate pace.
passing under
meditative horse
at a

we

a pretty

smother down a scream.
tramp
In the meanwhile there was a heavy tramp
horses galloping, men shouta roar or trumpet blast
rising above all this an unwonted sound,
insr, and
whether of man or beast, or resounding instrument

arm

none could

it.

Seating myself in an old-fashioned stage,
eled

"Goodness, gracious!" exclaimed

I

looked out of a glass window, six by three inches
the rear of the stage, and there I discerned

in size, at

the meaning of the hubbub.

Onward approached
air,

ears

a

huge elephant, trunk high

flapping like vans to

a

in

wind-mill, and feet

planted ready to do the worst upon whatever might
impede her way. Right and left she swung- her big
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proboscis, and

way

and anon gave

ever

malignant scream

full of

Close beside her tramped a
counterpart of the mother in

fac simile.
and up in the

ridiculous

to

loud,

a

threatening vengeance.

It

elephant, the exact

little

little

its

was

left

ate

•

CHATS WITH A CHIMPANZEE.
MONCCRE

BY

Part

Reaching the spot where we were hidden both
short.
The mother sniffed the air

animals stopped

young one

the

did

The

same.

large

drew back her haunches, stretched forward her
immense front feet ready to start upon destruction, and
brute

gave out snorts and cries to curdle the blood, closely
followed by the same attitudes, and the same cries in
the little brute so far as she had the power to follow
They sniffed the air, they stamped and
her leader.
snorted, and

I

the stage top,

huge trunk smashing in
and mashing every bone and muscle to a
already

felt that

On
I

Horsemen prodded

the

hides of both animals and lashed and beat them, but the

make a cushion of our
young imp along the
At length a
road, but it only sidled round its mother.
long pole armed with steel driven into the young one's
haunch started it down the road with a yell followed
huge beast was determined

They

bodies.

to

to start the

tried

D.

CONWAY.

VII.

the day following the conversation last recorded,

was awakened

at

dawn by my

interpreter and informed

that a festival of peculiar sanctitv had already

Hastening

the Ganges.

to the river

I

begun on

secured the only

left by the sight-seers, and was just putting out
from shore when my attention was arrested by Ameri-

barge

can voices.

Turning

in evident distress

and

The

I

saw two gentlemen and

we

grateful, and

lady

a lady

because they could not obtain a barge,

For

once offered them places on mine.

at

were

soon

was young and

Virginian type.

jelly.

Great was the commotion.

the earth,

orbit with the unceasing

automata.

commotion.

viciously; the

its

machinery, keeping up a perpetual motion; a lonely
world with no music but the machinery that man has
left behind him, and no singing bird but that of his

juvenile efforts to cre-

its

in

spinning round of cogs and wheels and the clank of

air exactly in the

respected mother, redoubled

goes on the same

it

annihilated by the

man upon

not a

a

It

same way, and
Every time it
did its best to make as much noise.
screamed the mother's scream grew more threatening,
and the young imp enjoying the tantrums of its
and

own onwardness;

trunk right

but bulk.

all

swung

but

man

great future

see in the

I

force of his
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We

bathers, passed the

this

thev

into pleasant relations.

fell

witty, and also a beauty of the

floated gently

Widows' Ghaut

amid the devout

— where, near

the

pyre where they were once consumed with their husbodies

bands'

waves

they

now

themselves

disported

the

in

— and witnessed many interesting ceremonies.

length the party with

me

At

desired to be put on shore,

being Sunday, and the lady wishing

to attend the

it

Eng-

be run over by

church service. She invited me to go with them;
and the invitation was accompanied with such friendly
tones, dimpled smiles, and looks from eyes in which piety

and wild locomotives in the morning, and
Such is the
threatened by elephants at noonday!

and coquetry were so sweetly blended, that I became
the easy victim of the very stupidest preacher I ever

by

furious mother.

its

"

What

next,"

To

ejaculated.

I

bicycles

progress of civilization

long

been

useless

a

— the

Europe are of no more
the

desert;

catapult

great wall of China has

encumbrance;

the

than tadmor of the

utility

before

cringes

armor of the gallant knight with

shield

artillery;

will

tions

idle for the

which he can
" Driver,

He

iron-clad.

of

neutralize the spirit that

need be

forgotten,

man overpowers man himself.
crowd himself out of the world. His many inven-

The mechanism

He

is

view of the

in

the

and cuirass are

nothing before a minie-rifle; the trireme

and even the mighty frigate,

of

castles

me

hand will
inventing methods by

in

is

without work.

live

let

busy brain

is

him;

I

his

pulled the string.

out, please."

walked onward careless of where I
went.
I will get all the good I can out of this beautiful June day, in spite of bicycles and elephants in the
No generation can
road and wild engines on the track.
be educated up to the mechanism of the times the
brain, instead of being the pulpy thing it is, will have to
be transposed to iron to bear as I have borne even the
hazards of one day in our present civilization.
did so, and

I

—

lish

my life. Alas, alas, that was not the worst of
When the hour arrived at which I should have been
listening to the revelations of my beloved Chimpanzee, I
heard in

it.

found myself wedged between two large English dowagers without hope of extrication.

I

had

to

sit it

out.

I

learned patience from a passage the preacher read from

Job.

While he read

banyans; these helped
lation

I

it

gazed out on the palms and

me to

detach his husk of mistrans-

and misinterpretation from the old poem.

tured to myself the oriental
ruins of his

life,

perhaps

man

in that

I

pic-

of Uz, sitting amid the
city

where

I

now

sat,

rejecting one after another the unreal consolations of his

orthodox comforters, exposing their fictitious solutions
of life's problems, and bravely confronting the demon
offered

him

as a deity.

Beneath the clergyman's bathos

heard the pathos of that great heart's longing to be
hidden in a cave, there to sleep in dreamless repose until
I

change should come, and he should awaken, and,
if fleshless, should see the fairer, humaner, diviner
world of which he dreamed amid his griefs.
My lost opportunity of meeting my Chimpanzee
his

even

—
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could not be recovered that day, because of ceremonies
going- on

ing

in the

sped

I

to the pi. ice.

blushinglv admitted that

by

On

Monkey Temple.
I
I

apologized to my friend, and
had been tempted into church

a pretty face, but he easily forgave

"How

can

wonder?" he

I

the next morn-

said.

"My

emancipation

And

" It did.

'

images with

swords, skull-necklaces, ever created

the

rosy

cheek, dimpled smile, loving eyes, tender breast, of a
regions, unvisited

You

some remote
by civilization, the hideous hag created
can

still

find

in

The beautiful woman is an artificial being
human and social selection."
Yet such refined women may be seen worshiping

by the gods.

— a creation
"

was

of

The

worshiping but

was through

kneeling before them;

terror, but gradually they

own

so invested those horrible creators with their

have
refin-

humanity that there have been developed some
softer and kindlier deities.
These are all the seed of the
civilized woman, and they have bruised the heads of the
old serpent-gods, the primitive afflictors of mankind.
This is the genesis of the baby-gods, such as Krishna
and Christ: They are fed by the breast of woman, and
grow to be lovers. Krishna dancing with the cow-girls
is as mvstical to his worshipers as Christ with the Marvs.
All real and fine religion is the heart falling in love with
ing

an invisible lover.

These divine lovers begin

now, thanks

to

woman,

little

more

left

principle of the will to live,

consciousness must be got rid of by some other method.

Then

appeared among us a traveler from far

there

regions beyond the sunset,

who

told us of peoples

After him came a prophet

kneeling.

raise

some glorious

in

our descendants to

was an

indeed,

might sink

insufficient .consolation

into long sleep,

for those then

many

and awaken

the evils of existence, and they lent a ready ear to

invented

transient.

"

then do you speak of having evolved female

beauty out of existence?"

cities

As

I

have

we had developed
above the rude stocks of nature was arrested by our

already told you, the beautiful world

made

that

He

all

for this

cup of Lethe was too

there passed through these fields and

wayfaring man,

a lone

One

— he

whom men now

call

was whose voice reached the fallen victims of the lower race, and pointed them to a heaven of
it

unconsciousness

"It

another
" It

ancestors failed in their repeated efforts to

subdue this elaborated sham, this apotheosis of the Lie,
under which man was degraded.
Had they never
known anything better they might have borne it, but they
had become as a race of giants pinioned by pygmies.

but

wine,

At length

Buddha.

a fictitious

universe which they conceived by superstition and

Our

far

inner demon, Consciousness, intensified for our ancestors

end

real.

heart that

in that

;

reverse of their original significance."

beneath

a

future to find the world changed, renovated, imparadised

proposed any means of death-in-life.

priesthood, and ultimately crushed

them—

day reach our land, and
freedom and happiness. That,

There

of the rude

intolerable.

declared that

latter

living; and a sigh, a longing, swelled
it

who

— humanized gods, he called

who

was found

who

had overthrown priesthoods and temples like our own,
and who were conquering the fierce inorganic forces
before which our masters and their myrmidons were

names and images--the.se being
often mentally turned into mystical meanings the very

" Well, existence

how-

The scourge of

as victims

'creators' than their

"Why

of the

by the advent of those distant divine freemen. There
was an old poem or legend of one whose household,
family, life, were laid in ruins by a powerful demon;
and how that just man amid his desolations, longed to
be hidden in a cave till his Vindicator should come,
and stand in the latter day on the new earth, when the
Some
right should prevail and how this came to pass.
But meanwhile the
believed this to be true history.

of the nature-gods, but steadily supercede them.
is

— then

having perished, the race

ever miserable existence might be.

would
it

release.

—

suicidal

was organized on the

death."
not

the finer spirits so sought

a survival of the least suicidal

these western races

"No,

their

suicides did not live to propagate their moral species,

the horrible personifications of lightning, famine, disease,

originally

about,

have related, there

—

non-suicidal.

woman.

I

But cunning nature, concerned only for continuance of
the species, could not be cheated in that way.
Some
mere physical life and these
still faintly clung to life
were sufficient to form a basis of evolution. Since the
there

beautiful

scattered
as

"Suicide remained open to them."

"Itjs droll," he presently continued, " that people
should imagine that the gods' ever created a lady;
tusks,

sundered,

the higher condition from which they had been degraded.

Sage's further words.

that the-e ferocious forces, symbolized in

were

they

survived in their descendants a consciousness born of

still

ancestors

were miraculous if you should be able to achieve
in one morning."
Completely mystified by this I silently awaited my
it

a like

When

tongue divided and confused,

This consciousness was the source of their agony."

me.

gave ten thousand years to the creation of that beaut}';
it took them two thousand years to evolve it out of existence in their own race, and free themselves from its
spell;

COURT.

— to Nirvana."

a favorite belief of

is

name

but one

is

prophet's popularity

fit

to be

a

that

Nirvana

more example of the
is

at

great teacher in the end
reverse of

some

for conscious and immortal

what he

made

after

but

that

a

Every

to teach precisely the

actually taught.

god; then

rule

the cost of his truth.
is

is

blessedness."

ages he

That makes him
is

again reversed,

—

"
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becoming human, and somewhat like his original self.
After Buddhism was exterminated from India, Buddha
was adopted as a god an incarnation of Vishnu whereas
was anything in which that teacher was
if there
especially earnest, it was in his denial of the existence
1
should not wonder if some
of any and every god.
fools should have made him out a vulgar thaumaturgist."
" That, indeed, has actually happened. Some Ameri-

—

can Spiritualists

have

—

— pretended

themselves

settled

One

as Theosophists.

interviewers of ghosts

India, describing themselves

in

of their adherents has written a

fraudulent book called Esoteric B/tdd//ism,'n\ which he

name

brings the

of

Buddha

who

female imposter

tricks of a

young Hindus."
" So remorseless time

and bolster the

to sanction

making dupes of

is

pietistic

Buddha believed

forms!

fossilizes the noblest spiritual
in

no system, either philosoph-

or religious; he taught no creed about the universe.

ical

in the usual

Recognizing

that the negative virtues are,

we

the smallest of the virtues,

all,

we

so ready as

now

are

come

likewise

shall

to

who

comparative

that a

deficiency of these virtues, especially

such of them as

in overcoming passion, is entirely compatible
with a very large amount of positive virtue. There is
nothing more tragic, nothing more awesome and

consist

pathetic, than the cold-bloodedness with

which

transforms

to crush

itself into

women, who

in their

an inexorable

fate,

000
and

he came dwelt

Their 33,000,were distributed torturers of man, woman
Buddha announced that not one of them

deities
child.

existed, that

all

when

in hell.

gods were phantasms of

world began to breathe more
also

freely.

It

The

fear.

was glad

tidings

he declared that there was no conscious

death; for the poor wretches

after

The

mental and moral prison of delusions.

life

him had

around

believed that, save a small elect caste, they were destined
to pass

through 8,400,000 births and deaths, each a proHis Nirvana was no more than the

stonemason sketches, with inimitable simplicity, the life
of one of society's outcasts, in whose wreck the stern

He attempts no defense;
judge who would condemn her,

demns

Lord." Yes, truly. Our thoughts regarding
and virtue are very narrow and defective. In

estimating a character,

We

a whole.

only

attempt to treat

rarely

their individual consciousness

after death, in the

characteristic

form of that animal

had

they

added

a

to

might awaken,

whose innocent

human

perversion.

was all very simple."
" Yet, a vast and various growth of metaphysics has
now overlaid Buddhism."
Immortality was for the bad.

"

I

It

have, hidden in a secret place, a discourse once

given by

Buddha on

versing.

Some day

I

this

very spot where

will read

it

we
But

to you.

are conjust

now

you inquired why it was we evolved
It was because
female beauty out of existence.
" Alas," I said, feeling my face burn with shame, "
must now leave you, for I have an engagement at this
I

remember

that

—

1

hour
"

to dine

countrywoman,"

said

the Sage,

smiling.

A

to
in

Part

III.

— Concluded.

that our sympathies will be increased

toward the

mem-

bers of those classes of society that are not respectable,

positive virtues against

its

Our methods

of

simple

influence

be an habitual
protecting

shutting
safely

him

thief.

Society then

itself

from the man's

up.

A

man who

acts

is

entirely right

and example, by

steals habitually,

he concluded, cannot have any great

it

may
of

store

positive virtue.

tion

here

we must draw

between two
of

is

an often neglected distinc-

classes of vices

selfishness

either; but

second result of the true view of virtue will be

its

men who have committed some

enough; there

BY PROFESSOR THOMAS DAVIDSON.

it

utterly barbarous.

momentary

vices

THE POSITIVE VIRTUES.

if

Let a man, under some
commit theft, albeit his previous
life has been not only free from fault, but productive of
much good, we take him out of all his natural surroundings, and deprive him of all the means of doing good,
shut him up, make him feel that he is a bad and a disgraced man, and that his life has been an utter failure.
All this is utterly and completely wrong.
The case,
of course, is very different when a man can be shown
fault are

And
fair

to set off

it,

dealing with

—"

With your

as

it

short of a

falls

we condemn it; if not, we accept it. But the
true way of estimating a character is to look at

negative vices, and strike a balance.

animal passions, he suggested that there might be

it

conventional and negative standard, and,

certain

does,

we

simply ask whether

promise that, for the good, death should be the annihilaBut if men were inhuman, given
tion of consciousness.
to

purity

saith the
justice

both sides of

up

all its

but he con-

the
to silence, by
drawing a line, and writing under it: "My thoughts
are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways,

longed torture.

danger that

it

I

virtue of unselfish honesty had survived in

whom

poor

wonder how many ever read
Hugh Miller's touching story (and it was a true one)
entitled, Her Last Half- Crown.
In it, the Scottish
but once, to passion.

and grandeur.

built a

society

excess of love, have yielded, be

His whole intellectual force was given to radical denial

millions to

of partition

are lacking in these.

feel

of the existing systems, on which the inorganic world

had

not be

shall

to erect a wall

between ourselves and those

We

term- the publicans and

acceptation of that

the sinners.
after

5i7

or

no use

— vices of

calculation.
in

passion and

Both

trying to say one

vices of calculation

are

bad

word

for

are worse and imply a

worse man than vices of passion. And yet in practice
is held.
Nay, vices of calculation

the opposite theory

are often held to be

no vices

at all,

but are praised

as.

—
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The man who makes money by

smartness.

pretend-

man

ing that his goods are what they are not, and the

who
in

company

induces a joint-stock

water

to

its

stock,

"New

We

order to blind a victimized public to the amount of
is a much more vicious man than

who occasionally gets drunk or commits fornication.
The one is malignant, the other is only weak. The
one has positive vice; the other has only negative virtue.
But there is a third and very grave class of vices,

which are not considered
virtues

— and

vices,

it

true,

is

are

these

of

virtues are so

is

same

the

little

These

prejudice.

moral obliquity

less

consequences they are more

as that for

which the

regarded, and this

is

positive

just because

they are negatives of the positive virtues, and

The doing

the negative ones.

good

is

good not being
the failure to do posi-

of positive

recognized as the chief of virtues,
tive

not of

among

the positive virtues.

The

the negatives of

thing that a

man

of strong

most carefully do will be to find out
efforts can be most effectively applied

positive virtue will

what way his
The man who does not
for the good of humanity.
do this fails in one of the most important, and, indeed,
in

most fundamental of the active and positive
He must of necessity be the victim of prejudice; for the only safeguard against prejudice is knowledge, and knowledge can he gained only by study and
in

the

virtues.

experience.

Radicalism

the absence of

me

brings

it,

one

of

to the third

result of a

is

one of the greatest virtues;

the greatest vices.

And

this

and perhaps the most important

change of view with regard

to the nature of

virtue.

This

result

is

that

we

come

shall

regard the want

to

of knowledge, and even the good that

is

done under the

influence of this want, as of small account.

regard the

We

shall

men and women who live on according to
who do what they con-

old and traditional formula;, and
sider

good

due care

in

the old

traditional

ways, without taking

to study the circumstances

and needs of their

own time, as what Jesus called them — mere play-actors.
The Greek word {uro/cpmfa, which we usually render by
hypocrite, means simply play-actor — a man whose life is
not an acting-out of his own inner nature and convictions,

hut a playing of

a

from bibles and catechisms.

part learnt

from

tradition,

Nine-tenths of the good,

Exactly

so,

so

act,

without inquiring
is

this

is

what mere play-actors

will

do not beat

as their hearts

of their time, they live

life

They

in

on

are in

truth

world's history, a time

when

past.

hobgoblins, haunting the living present.

There never was,

in the

hypocrisy or play-acting was so out of place as
In the

the world, in

last fifty years,

all

its

it is

now.

relations, has

changed as it never changed before. Men's conditions
have widened, and with them their thoughts, aims and
ideals.
Complications and problems have arisen never
dreamt of before. The old faiths do not meet men's
spiritual

needs, or solve their intellectual problems, pro-

posed by advancing science.
fit

men

The

old education does not

for the duties of the present

life.

The

old

ways

of

doing good, which suited small communities, where
in narrow grooves, do
answer for the great communities which improved
means of communication have made possible.
The great enterprises and competitions of modern
industry have brought about conditions 'mountains of
injustice leading to spiritual and physical degredation
with which the old remedies are utterly incompetent to
As well might one think to quench a Chicago
deal.
fire with a few old-fashioned water-buckets filled from
a draw-well, as to settle the problems and difficulties of

not

—

modern

with the old ways of doing good.

life

In spite of this self-evident fact, the great mass of

our so-called good people are doing their good

calculated to

in

the

which are now often ways of doing evil.
Their old-fashioned charities, for the doing of which so
many people are considered worthy and good, are often
only so much money thrown into the capitalists' already

old ways,

overflowing
the profits

They simply

coffers.

enable the poor to

wages, to accept a smaller share of
of labor from theiremployers, and thus, by

be content with

less

power

increasing the

of

the industrial aristocracy, to

weld on more firmly the chains of

The

fact

proper

that charity in

is,

place

in

the

A

our world.

their

own

slavery.

old

sense

has no

system that requires

already more or less rotten, because it is a
which some parts are not self-sustaining, in
which some human beings have to place themselves in

charity

is

system

in

the degrading position of dependence, of requiring good,

without being able

truth, charity

did

and

and with the shadows of the

because

fathers

and onward, who would keep abreast of

unison with the universal

charity must, in

their

still,

Inasmuch

worth v, respectable people of our time are hypocrites in
the Scripture and Greek sense of the term.
They live
by tradition. They act as their fathers did, simply
whether such action suits our time and
do good in it. Lowell savs

makes ancient good

manufacture and commerce ran

not recognized as the chief of vices.

Vices of prejudice belong

must upward

never learn.

but rather solid

all,

They are, moreover, the most
The reason why they are so

vices.

all

regarded

of

in their

far-reaching than any.

little

at

imply, perhaps,

than the others; but

common

vices

vices

duties; time

truth."

the company's gains,

he

new

occasions teach

uncouth

to

Unfortunately such

perform any.

extreme

be done, just as poison

cases,

must sometimes be swallowed; but
blind

ourselves

to

the

meaning

twice cursed;

it

and him that takes.
We must do our very best

to

is

we ought

never to

of such charity.

curses

him

In

that gives

put an end to charity,

—
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by putting an end

need for

to the

it.

We must,

without hypocrasy or

fore, in the first place,

fear,

there-

labor to

what those social and religious arrangements
are which cause the need for charity, by making men
weak and incapable of self-help, and then we must labor
with all our might to remove these conditions, and
Moreover, if we find
replace them by better ones.
men and women, so-called respectable, who fail to do
this, we shall have a right to condemn them, as lacking

discover

in

only virtues that are of any real moment.

upon them
antiquated play-acting, and come, like
have

shall

a right

and virtuously

to

call

live their

own

fall

of

recapitulate:
The view of man's nature revealed
by the doctrine of evolution shows us that he is
not a fallen creature, but a perpetually rising one that
his moral aim is not to attain the zero-point of virtue,

—

the state of paradisiac innocence, but to increase forever

The

and power.

virtue

active

view upon our ideas of virtue

practical

are, in the

main, three:

We

learn to have little regard for those negawhich take the form of mere respectability, in
comparison with the positive virtues, which consist in
tive virtues

We

have much more sympathy than

learn to

formerly with those

whom

the world does not count

We

learn to reject those old-fashioned forms of

doing good, that do not meet the needs of our time, and
the uninquiring, self-complacent hypocrisy

to despise

that

social,

we come

to

call

upon men and

lay aside prejudice and hypocrisy, to study
their

political

own
and

nature, and the world, material,
spiritual, in

then, taking off their fashionable

lows, to step

down

which they

live,

and

gewgaws and furbehuman life,

into the area of present

Ahura-Mazda, do
Angro-Mainyus, the Prince of Darkness.
When they do this, they will find that all that their
efforts after respectability ever gave or promised, is
The negative virtues do
obtained with ease and more.
not insure the positive ones; but the positive ones do
insure the negative ones.
A man whose soul and life

and, like true sons of the light-god
battle

with

—

are filled with

devotion to an aim that calls forth the

strongest efforts of his will and his nerves, runs no risk
of sinking into vice.
finds mischief.

ment

It is

It is

for

only for idle hands that Satan

want of the wholesome excitemen seek the unwholesome

of well-doing that

excitement of evil-doing.

The

future

a

reverence

virtues,

shown by

And

— unwearied

of

search

for

knowledge,

accordance with knowledge, and

in

heroism, prompted

indefatigable

the theory

the active virtues are

by

such

knowledge

and such love.

NEW VIEWS

OF RELIGION AND ETHICS.
BY

Some remarkable
cipating

F.

M.

HOLLAND.

work of emanfrom theology have recently been

morality

contributions to the

French philosopher who has not yet reached
thirty- five.
M. Guyau was only twenty
when he won a prize from the French Academy of
Moral and Political Science for an essay on utilitarianism,
which has since been published in two volumes, the one
mainly occupied with Epicurus, Lucretius and Helvetius,

the

a

age of

and the other with Bentham, Mill and Spencer.

His

knowledge, not only of the literature, but of the spirit
of Epicureanism, was so profound that this volume was
said by the Rcvuc Philosophiquc to have done honor
to French philosophy, while one of the ablest of living
moralists, Professor Sidgwick, called it in Mind " not
of some errors and exaggerations

in spite

— the most careful

and

penetrating account of the ethical system of Epicurus."
has also, as will be seen from the annexed

note, written

poems highly

praised in Paris; a discussion

of pending questions in aesthetics, like the prospects of
art in a republic, the relations

of art and science, and the

alleged antagonism between art and manufactures; a

prompts only such forms.

In a single word,

women to
and know

kinds

M. Guyau

respectable, the publican6 and the sinners.
3.

—

only the most ample and appreciative, but also—

doing positive good.
2.

three

made by

To

1.

the positive

unbounded love

sensible people,

to us

results of this

— to

evolution to be the highest.

to leave off their

true lifeand the life of the

our highest

the transference of

induced by obsolete notions concerning a creation and a

We

present world.

positive,

measure, upon

reverence from the mere negative virtues

those virtues that belong to their day and genera-

tion, the

in

great

5*9

well-being of society, as well

sketch of an original theory of ethics; and a prophecy

The last work was
of the Irreligion of the Future.
submitted by Count Goblet d'Alviella to an elaboratereview, which originally appeared in the Revue dc Relgique and has just been republished in pamphlet form.*
All M. Guy au's books are inspired by love of
The arts seem to him
science, liberty and progress.
gainers by the growth of science, democracy, factories,
and even railroads. The victories of Epicurus and

Lucretius over superstition are

comment

that

all

religions

commemorated with

which represent the

the

past as

better than the present are essentially hostile to progress.

So also is the optimism which inspires the most advanced
forms of religion to-day, since if everything is for the
Optimism means
best there can be nothing to improve.
apathy of the moral sense, demoralization of man by
God. If evil has been permitted by him in order to
* The works of M. Guyau are, La Morale a" Epicure et ses Rapports avec
Us Doctrines Contemporaines (which may be ordered for $2.75 through E. Steiger, 25 Park place, New York, or from the publisher, Felix Alcan, Paris) La
Morale Anglaise Contemporaliie, $2.75; Vers d'ltn Philosopke, $1.30; Les Problemes de V Estlietique Conteinporaine, $1 .$S; Esquisse d'unMorale sans Obliga
Irrtligion de VAvenir, $2.75.
tion ni Sanction, $i.S5;
;

as

the

moral and physical health of the individual, depends,

in

V

—
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make

us better, then

its

gradual disappearance must be

making
immortality, "a doctrine which

continually and inevitably
for

And

us worse.

as

God's main ex-

is

by science, not only
of the transitoriness of individuals and even races, but
also of the absence of any influence from disembodied
spirits over natural phenomena.
(See Rsquisse pp.
"
little
faith,
who do not wish
Blessed
are
ye
of
63-84.)
to debase your intellectual nobility, and who never cease
to scrutinize your feelings and test your reasonings; you
do not believe that you will ever be able to know the
whole eternal truth, and precisely on this account are
you the only thinkers who can hold any part of it; you
have enough of the true faith to keep on searching,
where others stop; the future is yours; and it is you
who will mould humanity in coming ages.'' (Esquisse,
" Doubt is only consciousness that our thought
p. 235.)
is not absolute truth, and can never grasp it, even indirectly; in this light doubt is the most religious act of
cuse," full evidence has been given

1

human

thought.'''

(U Irreligion,

respectable in the religions

p. 329.)

is

merely the germ of that

philosophic investigation which

of scientific and

spirit

is

"All that

to-day to overthrow them, one after another."

tends

of Paris could not contain a tenth part of the popula-

and are never more than half

tion,

M. Renan's words,

Most of

thought.
the

man

(Ibid. p. 153.)
is

her

is

1

is

called religion in order to replace
ality."

They

"

itself

divine

[Ibid. p. 226.)

itself."

a

dying one."

" Liberal Christians suppress

12.)

degrade her."

to

a sign of enfeeblement of faith; a relig-

which comprehends another

ion

is

opinion which makes

an opinion which condemns

"Toleration

p.

to clothe

"An

treat

it

what

is

(Ibid.

properly

with religious mor-

with Jehovah as with an equal, and

speak to him, as Matthew Arnold does, somewhat thus:
•Art thou a person

prophets and

a

I

?

do not know.

Messiah?

I

Hast thou had

don't believe

it.

Art thou

watching over me particularly and working miracles?
But there is one thing, and only one, which
I deny it.
If thou art willing to
do
believe
in, my morality.
I
guarantee that and put the reality into harmony with

my

we will make
my own existence

ideal,

affirm

thine into the bargain.'"

an alliance together.

moral being,

If

I

can

I

will affirm

(Ibid. pp. 142, 143.)

"Science

as a

does not show us a universe working spontaneously to

we who must bend the
realize
realize this; we must
will
order
to
our
in
world to
began
by worshiping;
whom
we
those
gods
enslave
place
to
the kingdom of
God
must
give
kingdom
of
the
what we

man."

call

good;

it is

(Ibid. p. 335.)

Thus M. Guyau keeps

the most advanced forms of

religion in full view, as he argues in his latest

book,

and ablest

V Irreligion de PAvenir, that the future triumph

of irreligion

is

not only certain but desirable.

to such facts as that all the churches,

He

points

synagogues,

etc.,

the

Germany,

In

scientist.

mas

irreligious;

begun; but

it

thought

its

for

may be

Turks

out them."

it

has only

Christianity has free

The
we

So has Buddhism.

natural result.

long, but religion

If the

England

In

goes on quickly.

can already imagine an age

Europe.

decomposition of dog-

too, the

already far advanced.

is

time

France are already

us in

of the people believes scarcely more than the

passing away, and

is

when

there will be none for

we can do withM. Guyau,

will not follow us,

(IJ Irreligion, pp. 321, 322.)

in what is perhaps his best chapter, points out the tendency of religious education to enfeeble thought and
excite the feelings excessively, as proof that children will

be better off without it, and that no father ought to keep
even hisdoubts and negations to himself. To tell children

lesson of tolerance.

colored vestments;

among

most advanced nations, dogmas disintegrate; an inner
working breaks and scatters these incrustations of

"We

her purity than in parti-

Already,

Speculation will replace religion.

that their father and

in all

yes,

the end toward

is

"Religion was at first only a crude science, but has finished by becoming the enemy of science." [Ibid. p. 353.)
had rather see truth

"Oh

which we march. After
why should not mankind dispense with dogmas?

irreligion
all,

and quotes

full,

conversation, thus:

in

mother think

each has reasons for

will cease to

4

is

to

her intellect

may

already demanded, and

pation as a citizen

is

her political rights

come

possibly

At

"

her religious emancipation.

is

as a result of

events her emanci-

all

only a question of time."

(

P. 251.)

added of the conversion of a
Catholic by her husband, who first persuaded

interesting instance

Roman

and that

them the precious

the improvement of

in

of

Restitution

her education.

An

differently,

to teach

(Pp. 22S, 240, 241, 245.) Woman
be more devout than man as larger fields

open

of activity

it

is

her, as an aid to his studies, to write out an abstract of

Renan's Life of fesus for him, and then advised her to
The Old Testa-

read the Bible from the beginning.

ment she soon threw down

in disgust;

New

contradictions, superstitions

she found so

and immoralities
forth

my

many

that, to use

beliefs existed

my God!"

is

cendentalism

own

in

the

words, " Hence-

was betrayed by
The place left vacant by

no more;

(Pp. 262-265.)

Christianity

her

and even

not likely to be

I

filled either

derived, through

by the

trans-

Emerson and Parker,
by the Cosmic religion

from Kant and Schelling, or
produced by Spencer'sphilosophy of evolution, and repreAll these
sented by Messrs. Fiske, Potter and Savage.

pretended religions are only shadows of speculations
mere philosophies, and sometimes false ones; and we

may speak of most of them
when he says he saw in the
persons and

become

a

no God."

basis

for

No

religion

as

Mark

Pattison does,

Positivist chapel

idea
until

"three

of the infinite
it

is

can

personified.

Spencer affirms too much about his " unknowable," and
(Pp. 15,313*
is likely to end in pessimism."

pantheism

——

THE OPEN
In the final form of the religious sentiment
334, 402.)
there can be no unity, but the greatest diversity. What-

ever good has been done by the churches will be kept

up by new associations for intellectual, philanthropic
and xsthetic ends; and a particularly good example
may be found in the Ethical Culture Societv of Felix
The system of thought which is
(P. 316.)
Adler.
This is the end to
likelv to reign supreme is monism.

not mystical or transcendental, but naturalistic.

of resolving matter into

spirit,

maintain

between

balance

the

we

and thus
the mental and

accept both as reunited in the synthesis,

we

Instead

or spirit into matter,
life;

(Pp. 436, 437-)

material sides of existence.
(TO BE CONCLUDED

IN'

NEXT

ISSUE.)

DOUBT.
BY GEORGE

Doubt

is

E.

MONTGOMERY

IN

AMERICAN MAGAZINE

the restless pinion of the mind,

And wings the soul to action; we are prone
To hold things sacred which are least divined,
To sleep away our summers with the drone,
To value wisdom that is dumb and blind.
But doubt makes thinkers, dreamers, soldiers, men;
Looks forward, never backward; shows the face

Of falsehood

untrue gods; and when,

in the

Like one too little reverenced in his time
One in his deeper sense of life sublime
It

reasons light from darkness,

That men may

learn

we

by doubting

perceive
to believe.

RESPONSUM NATURAE.
BY
"If a

My

man

A.

child, if

I'.

UNDERWOOD,

spirit? for

With

all its

done,

my

Whenever

why

his

grieves
in

forest deep,

murmuring

man

who were

of any note or prominence dies,

especially interested in him, anxious

of

all

memory and
the

first

monument

a

his virtues,

to

and they

excitement of regret

think

first

commemorate

bestir themselves
his

at

loss

to

secure

Often the
effort is partially unsuccessful, and the proposed monument fails to be erected from lack of the amount necessary for

movement

erecting

funds from his admirers for that purpose.

tuneful leaves,

of the Ethical Culture

a

to give expression to that interest, generally

peace of thine eternal sleep.

To us the value

27, 1S87.

MONUMENTS.

days

Shall chant in music tender, sweet

The

Associate Editor.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

being, thou must live again.

Thy

UNDERWOOD,

A.

The leading object of The Open Court is to continue
the work of The Index, that is, to establish religion on the
basis of Science and in connection therewith it will present the
Monistic philosophy. The founder c f this journal believes this
will furnish to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
in childhood to them and him.
Editorially, Monism and Agnosticism, so variously denned,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
negative aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy,
which, the editors hold, includes elements of truth common to
all religions, without implying either the validity of theological
assumption, or any limitations of possible knowledge, except such
as the conditions of human thought impose.
The Open Court, while advocating morals and rational
religious thought on the firm basis of Science, will aim to substitute for unquestioning credulity intelligent inquiry, for blind faith
rational religious views, for unreasoning bigotry a liberal spirit,
tor sectarianism a broad and generous humanitarianism.
With
this end in view, this journal will submit all opinion to the crucial
test of reason, encouraging the independent discussion by able
thinkers of the great moral, religious, social and philosophical
problems which are engaging the attention of thoughtful minds
and upon the solution of which depend largely the highest interests of mankind
While Contributors are expected to express freely their own
views, the Editors are responsible only for editorial matter.
Terms of subscription three dollars per year in ad.ance,
postpaid to any part of the United States, and "three dollars and
fifty cents to foreign countries comprised in the postal union.
All communications intended for and all business letters
relating to The Open Court should be addressed to 1!. F.
Underwood, Treasurer, P. O. Drawer F, Chicago, 111., to whom
should be made payable checks, postal orders and express orders

Of

is

SARA

he live again?"

many weary

work

175 La Salle Street (Nixor
Street, by

Editor and Manager.

of

thy

169 to

Monroe

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY

the people

if

at

Buildingi, corner

I need thee in my vast domain
To fashion, reconstruct, upraise,
Thy being perfecting the chain

But

Court.
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A. C.

die, shall

5 21

The Open
B.

which all our theories tend. This hypothesis unites all
the most certain data of science and recognizes the
homogeneity of all beings, the identity of nature. It is

COURT.

con-

in this: that it emphasizes that on which all the
and "the outside world" are substantially agreed,
while it teaches none of the theological dogmas in regard

its

completion.

eagerly scrambling for

its

The world

of

men

few places of prominence

that,

is

so

full

new

sists

long before such monuments can he raised,

sects

have taken their places and made
the memory of the dead hero of very little interest to
those once so eager to praise and honor him.

to

which these

sects differ,

and which for large numbers

of the best minds have no interest whatever.

For

this

ites in

the

same

But, nevertheless, a great deal of

reason Ethical Culture societies should receive encourage-

absolutely wasted in this direction

ment and support from

be put

and women.

all

truly unsectarian liberal

men

to

much

favor-

line

better use in

money seems

— money

to us

which could

more worthy perpetuation

of the lives of good or honored

men and women

than
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5
in

cumbrous

these

which
which they

structures of stone, marble, etc.,

by right belong to the less civilized ages in
originated, and where they really served a useful and
necessary purpose in recording events in history of which

was no other record possible

there

they are none the

when

days,

no

of barbarism which, in these

less relics

the printers' and engravers' art makes care-

ful record of

are

every

life,

deed, and event worthy of

and

needed,

longer

building

the

should cease, thus marking our advance

For, indeed, they do not

which
sure,

at

first

is

it

them

of

serve the purpose for

We

are no longer

monument,

most
by admiring multitudes to honor
noble life, or by some wealthy

the

raised

note,

civilization.

in

magnificent

deeds of

valor or a

nobody

commemoration

in

now

they were intended.

beholding

in

whether

But

at the time.

of his

own

Our cem-

vanity.

with the most beautiful works of art)
monuments, in memory of merely rich people
whose lives were purposeless and whose memories are
eteries are filled

the finest

not even kept alive by such means, since there

Within

of them.

surfeit

Chicago

dailies,

describing

city's finest cemeteries,

is

such a

week or two one of
the monuments in one of

the

a

gave an engraving of the

this

cost-

and most beautiful monument erected therein, which
was raised to the memory of a wealthy provision dealer
whose name (not having traded with him) was wholly
liest

There can then no longer be any

unfamiliar to us.

great honor shown to a man's merits by such commemBut shall merit and worth then go unrecogoration.
Shall a man, in

nized?

after death,

memory
worthy

find

his desire to

no sure method of perpetuating

his

to honor his descendants by the luster of his
life

With

and deeds?

already so

many

ers of the lives of noble

passed

be remembered

away from our

monuments, or remind-

true

men and women who have

sight, as

we

have,

it

is

but a poor

imagination which can think of no other method to

make

record of such lives than by gravings on stone

marble or bronze.
could so well recall

What monument, however
the memory of James Lewis

costly,

Smith-

son as the Smithsonian Institute which he founded?
Stephen Girard would have been long since forgotten
but for the Girard College; thousands every year bless

memory of Peter Cooper, whose
face we have seen radiant with

the

some
tiful

his

women, "Cooper

Institute;"

gift

in

James Lick, odd, eccentric

died,

than a name, though

were

it

it

is

but a few years since he

which the
immortalize him;

not for his beneficent gifts, of

Lick Observatory alone

is

sufficient to

John Harvard would never have been heard of to-day
had he taken the whole sum given to found Harvard
College and built himself therewith a monument of

girl of quiet tastes

never have been heard of outside of the

where she

lived

and died,

inheriting a fortune,

in

spite of the

little

fact

village

of her

she had not wisely endowed

if

Smith College for the higher education of women with
that fortune;

and the Lilly Hall of Science attached to
keep forever green the memory of

that college will

when his kindly face shall have
memory of living women. So,
Mary Lyon be ever remembered

Alfred Theodore Lilly

away from
will the name

passed
too,
in

the history of

the

of

woman's progress

in

education; the

Order of the Red Cross will continue its beneficent
work long after Clara Barton shall have " passed beyond
the bounds of time," and her name will be forever
embalmed in its archives. No marble monument could
ever be so dear to the soul of Horace Greeley as the
words which to-day head the editorial pages of the New
York l^ribunc : "Founded by Horace Greeley"; and
the soul of the elder Bennett still "goes marching on"
through the columns of the New York Herald of to-day,
though he has long since joined "the innumerable
throng." And these are but a few instances of the
thousands of such immortal monuments which men and
women have raised to their own memory; and through
their wisely directed efforts or beneficent use of

such monuments, of

less

money

or greater magnificence,

man and woman
being dead they may yet

possible for every

it

is

to raise for themselves,

The benevoword, the loving look, the wise planning will keep your memory
green and your name unforgotten in the hearts of as
many as profited through them. A. T. Stewart was a

so that

speak.

lent deed, the charitable act, the inspiring

few vears ago a name of power. He, as a living man,
was a powerful factor in society because of his wealth
and financial ability, but his thought was ever of himself,

not of others, and he died without putting into

motion any influence

employed
by bit all
grated

in

behalf of humanity; his vast

use save to keep lawyers
one way or another since his death. Bit
that owed its being to him has been disinte-

wealth has been of

little

in

— the great

of building a

accepted.

men and

England

named Sophia Smith, would

literature,

him, wherever

to struggling

New

modest

and fond of

pleasure and beau-

and independent as he was, would already have become
less

A

granite.

not naturally hand-

with kindness on the "reception nights " held

munificent and sensible

COURT.

In

possibilities his

wealth offered to him

monument which would commemorate
might be hid away, he never
few years, in face of fortunes

his bod}'

a

very

even more colossal than his own,
forgotten and will carry no meaning

his

to a

name

will

be

younger gen-

eration.
If

we would,

as a

people, honor after death any

brave or good man's memory,

we

can build such helpful

would have been glad to found or
aid had they the means, and call them by the names we
wish to engrave in the minds of those who might otherwise forget the virtues which they embodied.
institutions as they

We

enforce and close our plea for the abolishment

;
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of the uncivilized
a poet

unknown

monuments of to-day by

the

words of

The carven

obscure,

stone.

Lofob,

statue turns to dust.

the circling centuries.

s.

a. u.

much

time to the construction of

Specicuse Generate, which

his

a philosophical language,

Polygraphia.

In

and 1663 Kircher published

in

publication

London.

Most inventors

—

his

166S the Royal Society sanctioned

John Wilkins' Philosophical Language by

of this kind attempted the ideographic

have signs represent

to

ideas.

We

have

this

is

reverting to hieroglyphics.

Johann Martin Schleyer seems

to

have solved the

1S7S he arranged the most simple artificial language and so rapidlv has it been recognized as of
practical use that in Europe, Asia and Africa one million
problem, for

it

Lo/'om, he loves.

Lofoms, they (on) love.

Lofof, she loves.

Lofofs, they

Imperfect,

<iliifob,

I

Perfect,

elofob,

I

Pluperfect,

iliifob,

1

Future,

oliifob,

I

Negatives are

made by adding o to
So much is made
memorize

little to

Max

Miiller

the adjective:

of one stem or root that there

quoted

is

are
ziil,

1

bal, 2

tel,

10 bals, 20

in

English

4 fol, 5 lul, 6 mal, 7 vel, 8 jol, 9
100 turn, 1,000 mil, million balion;

3 kil,
ters,

would be balsebal, the letter e meaning and. So 21
would he telsebal.
There is but one declension. S added to any word
forms the plural which is never formed in any other way.
The first three vowels added to any noun form the
11

Vol,

Norn.

Vola,

Gen.

Of

the World.

Vole,

Dat.

To

the World.

The or a World.
Volt,
Ace.
Worlds would be vols. Every noun is declined
same way. The verbs are all regular and there

and steamboats.

Romance

learn three or four

to learn a single

takes years to

It

or Germanic tongues and

Hindoo or Semitic

dialect.

Turkish, Japanese and Chinese are still more difficult.
The principles of Volapiik can be learned in a few minspeaker.
lished

in

be worded

number

makes one

a fluent writer and
dozen
periodicals pubThere are already a
commercial
journals
being the
Volapiik, the

Soon medical and

new

in the

scientific

works

Discoveries that have

lain dormant for years because in inaccessible languages

A

be widely announced.

will

Eye

Child,

the

of

German poem "The

has

been

Log

Cii.a.

thus

translated

O

log

cila,

Logob

No

mag

peglumol
in

nifala!

velik stalis olik
fa

deb

sina.

jin lanelik.

English spelling the verse would

as follows:

O

logue chelah margue neyfalah!
Logobue velique stalees olique

No paygloomwail
is

but

into

Volapiik:

sound somewhat

the

will

language with an ever increasing

of cosmopolitan readers.

As pronounced

in

I
is

There are eight hundred lanfifty of which are spoken by
people who are fast being united in interest by

Litos se ol

World.

universal

use for Volapiik.

genitive, dative and accusative.

Thus

"The

saying:

guages to-day, forty or

most favored.

The numerals

as

Savants, travelers and merchants will have the greatest

utes and a month's study

simple Anglo-Saxon roots abound

is

based."

Romance.
In making the vocabulary English afforded the
largest number of words; Latin, German, French and
order named.

gudik good, comAdverbs are
gudiko is well.

after learning the system.

much longer

The

will love.

the good and

on the general model of Aryan tongues in its signs representing letters and words, the root words being taken
from living languages, mainly Indo-Germanic and

and their brevity caused their adoption.

have loved.
had loved.

language of Professor Schleyer is well known to me.
thoroughly agree with the principles upon which it

civilized

in their intercourse.

is

railroads, telegraphs

in the

love.

Adjectives are formed by adding

no.

gud

noun:

The alphabet employed is the Roman with some of
Volapiik is formed
the German dotted letters added.

Spanish next,

(f)

loved.

pared thus: gudik gudihum, gudihum.

in

persons are said to use

love.

Lofols, ye love.

ik to the

math-

ematics in the plus and minus signs, but practically this
is

we

Lofobs,

love.

Lofol, thou lovest.

and so on.

Labbe invented

fell flat.

I

on they.

it,

Lof, to love, would be conjugated thus:

Future perfect, ulofob, I will have loved.
Palofob is I am loved, pelofob I have been loved,

VOLAPUK, THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE.
Leibnitz devoted

ol thou, otn he, <?/~she, os

I,

The verb

Their base stands on the rock of right,
Their apex reaches to the skies
They glow with the increasing light
all

letters

i

are 06

And marble obelisks decay,
But deeds of pity, faith and trust,
No storms of fate can sweep away.

Of

by the

tenses are denoted

o u placed before the verbs; the letter p preceding
these denote the passive voice.
The personal pronouns

Living unnoticed and unknown,
May raise a shaft that will endure

Longer than pyramids of

523

The

one conjugation.
a e

to us:

The modest, humble and

COURT.

fah daib senah,

Leetos say ole sheen lanelique.

The

accent

is

on the

last syllable in

every word.

;
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The language is being taught in Chicago by ProHenry Cohn, and the literature, grammars, etc.,

fessor

are imported by E. Steiger

Not only

will travel

&

New

Co., of

and business be

York.

facilitated

its

and religious intriguery and hatred,
by Eastern political chiefs, will be rendered less
Diplomatic relations will not, as

effective.

two or more

of treaties, be capable of

Volapiik

free

is

everything

from ambiguity.

scientific

One mankind, one

it

advocates

the case

in

constructions, as

common

In

"Menede

condition of the mass of the people, that
this

with

bal,pi/ki bal :"

selves to positions

belonging

Some weeks ago

Our Dangerous Classes?

London

The

Who Arc

entitled

writer after descrihiug

the different classes of people found in a great city, and

which govern them, puts them

the motives

great divisions
tion in life

— those

and those

and

the second,

in

all

who have

in

all

two

wage workers,

inherited fortunes,

have landed estates or have retired on

a

who

competency.

Restlessness [says the writer of the pamphlet]

name

all

who desire to better their posiwho are satisfied as they are. In

the former class, of course, are included

ambition, and this

They

desire to

;

The author goes on
class " really constitute

to

to

among

higher

the so-called

say that the "self-satisfied

the dangerous class of society,

application and self-denial to those

make no

their condition

be progress without

A

right

Can

and therefore oppose every progressive movement and
cling to old forms.
He denounces this lethargy and

waking up
knowledge of higher and better things, and that
the time has come when they must obtain their rights;

declares that the so-called lower classes are
to the

upper classes, who are really the dangerous
must come out of their dormancy and assist in

men

it

do for the unsuccessful

will not

as a right that they be

made

Those who have
advantages of other men's efforts.
been successful should not, and in this country generally

who, from

whatever causes, have been unable to raise themselves
from extreme poverty; but the men who have failed in
life have no right to denounce those who by honorable

methods have acquired wealth, or to
competitive system which is absolutely

Relief of distress

zation and progress.
for this provision

has to be

humane

society, or of

find fault

made

associations

at

now

to

never earned
only for their
these

and

men
to

to

it,

and by

own

whom

it

selfish pleasure.

is

used

defend everything that

oppose every measure offered

in

so

It is

many

cases

common

for

" established,"

is

to

improve the

a

is

a duty,

and

the expense of

and individuals; but

the most radical and far-reaching measures for the help
of those

who

cannot manage to live

in

comfort and

decency without assistance, are those which develop and
stimulate whatever of independence, self-respect and
self-reliance they possess, and tend to make them hopeful

and self-supporting.
In this country the dangerous classes are the ignor-

who

with a desire for the comhave an aversion to work, by
which alone they can be obtained, and whose inclinations
put them in sympathy with every movement designed
to produce a conflict between employers and the em-

ant, the idle

and vicious,

and luxuries of

forts

life,

with

the

men who

dishonestly use

public positions of honor and trust in their

what once they were wont to ask as gracious
privileges." There is much in this pamphlet that is true,
especially in regard to England, where there is a vast
amount of entailed wealth in the hands of men who

with

essential to civili-

ployed, together

as rights

to de-

equal sharers in the

classes,

"must
demand

?

can justly

that the

the inevitable revolution of old ideas, or else they

there

guarantee of the undisturbed pos-

to equality of opportunity all

demand, but

mand

a

who, while deploring

effort to better it?

of the fruits of honest industry and frugality

session

because, being well off they see no reason for change,

stand from under, for the people propose

classes.

must they at once be considered as
the "dangerous classes?"
Must they surthis

are not indifferent to the condition of those

but another

is

is what actuates the working class of
improve their condition, to advance with
their times, and to have some hand in the administration of the
government under which they live. Opposed to this restless
ambition of the progressive class is the sluggish contentment of
the self satisfied class who desire no change in the well-worn
machinery of society. Thev have enough the world in its present
state is good enough for them; they can live well and happily.
What matters it to them who may die of want? They protest
against any change and prefer to keep on in the same old ruts
that society has run in for the last century. They do not seem to
be aware that cities are larger and wants more numerous and
varied now than a hundred years ago.

for

society-

not strange

it is

them among the dan-

render their property or other advantages gained by

pamphlet which has attracted

a

attention appeared in

includes

classes.
We have seen the pamphlet referred to
by some American papers as though the statements
quoted above were true even of this country.
A very proper and important question in this connection is, What are the rights of the "lower classes?"
Certainly among them is the right by industry, economy
and education to improve their condition, to raise them-

Having done

language.

THE DANGEROUS CLASSES.
some

writer

socialistic

gerous
by

use, but political

fostered

COURT.

ests

and

tions,

in

own

inter-

the interests of corporations and combina-

thereby corrupting the legislation of the country

and defeating the will of the people, making elections
by ballot a farce, and popular government a mockery.

The National Press, 100 Mount Road, Madras,
India, has published a pamphlet, metaphysical in character, entitled

Matter

is

Absolute

Mind.

Monism ;

or

Mind is Matter and

THE OPEN COURT.
Massachusetts, where

In

Roman

make up

the

Irish

and Canadian

The Crown

Prince

is

5 -'5

neither a statesman nor a military

munities thev have greatly depleted the public schools.

won by his chief of staff.
Gen. Blumenthal but the Crown Princess Victoria is
talented and ambitious and has the will to be the power
behind the throne. She is an antagonist of B smarck,

Particularly is this the case in Maiden, where in one
ward, the parochial school grew too large for its building and applied for some of the unoccupied rooms in the

and her hobby is parliamentary government in Germany.
But the scheme of the Crown Princess, if carried out,
would be disastrous to the young Empire, which must

In the Northwest the Roman
making determined war upon the public
school system, and in isolated cases with some success.
In Barton, Wis., last year, they were able to carry a

remain an essentially military power. Her son William,
with whom in matters of government she has no influence, is a statesman and a soldier, and has many notions
in common with the Emperor with whom he is a great

Catholics

population, there

Roman

considerable part of the

a

a steady increase in

is

number of
some com-

the

Catholic parochial schools, and in

public school building.

Catholics are

genius, his battles having been
;

As

resolution at the annual meeting that no public school

favorite,

should be maintained during the vear, and none was

Crown

This vear, taking advantage of the law giving
women the right to vote at school elections, they brought

an incurable disease, indications point to the descent of

held.

out

their

all

women, and

At Melrose, Minn.,

the same resolution again.

ment was

led

opposition carried

in spite of

by the Catholic

a

move-

priests to shorten the

the school year of the public schools in order to compel
children to attend the parochial school. " Throughout

Roman

Stearns Countv, Minn.," says an exchange, " the

catechism

said

is

be taught openly

to

in

the public

opening or the closing hours of the
session are devoted to religious instruction given by the
priests, all this being in direct violation of the State
schools, and either

Constitution, and especially of an
in

1S77 to meet

how

amendment adopted

The

very condition."

evidences of

planned assault upon our public school sys-

a carefully

tem are

this

so clear that

meet

best to

friends are beginning to consider

its

the Imperial

A

writer in the

Epoch

to the

many

his

own

tria, Italy

and possibly England, against Russia, France

and perhaps Turkey, odd

as the

last-named power

may

sound in this union." In spite of her 2,000,000 soldiers
on paper, he believes Russia in consequence of her cor
rupt military administration and incomplete railway and
transfer system,

men on

is

unable to concentrate half a million

an) one given point of her frontier.
-

her detached

army corps and

flying brigades there will

be nearly a million Austrians, Hungarians and
nians in the South.

with France.

Germany must

If the

Against

Rouma-

holds good Italy

some 400,000 men into Southern France, and
thus absorb about the same number of the French army

William

II.,

creation), to the excitement and fatigue of a

would not

the old soldier certainly

stay

Rev. Dr. Bartol, always brilliant but rather erratic,
somewhat under the influence of the mind-cure
craze, and last week he made a little speech, according
to announcement, at a convention of the "Christian
Scientists" held in Boston.
But he was evidently not

mood

to give the craze

much

aid or

believe jour school

there arc

cure but
out.

comfort.

He

as follows:
is

some things

extravagant and apt to be exclusive.
that

you cannot

the cars the other day and a cinder got into
it

was not

Now,

the cinder

I

is

do.

my

I

eve.

was riding
I

tried

in

your

and I had to go to an oculist to get it
you can take the beam out of my eye, but
too much for you.
When you can take the cinder
successful,

believe that

my

broken limb, I can believe thoroughly in
Let us be consistent, let us be honest.
I believe somewhat in faith-cure, but I do not think I have ever
heard from any platform or read in any magazine a justification
or proof of it.
I believe a little in faith-cure, but I do not believe
it can remove the germs of typhoid fever.
So you see I am not
on the fence I am on both sides of it.
Some one rose in the back of the hall at the close of Dr. Bartors address and said he would like to ask a question. Permission

eye or
your cure, and not
out of

set a

till

then.

—

being given, he called out: "Is

it

possible to successfully face

both ways?"

be prepared to fight

Italian alliance

to

be

has been

I

settled

I.

the

to

away."

Then

which can be

Crown from William

war from which

owing

conflicting interests

what may prove

We therefore," says the writer from whose article we
have condensed the above, " need not look further for
reasons why Bismarck does not wish to expose the
Emperor, so precious to the Empire (which is, so to say,

(C. Rergersberg), says that

only by the sword. " If a general war breaks out now,"
he says " the probable constellation is Germany, Aus-

suffering from

is

"

spoke
the Oriental question cannot be solved peaceably

great admirer of Bismarck.

a

is

provided the present Emperor lives a few years longer.

in a

this assault.

and

Prince

Dr. Bartol immediately raised a laugh by answering: "I can
look

all

around."

will send

which,

in

Germans.

the North, will have to face about a million

Germany

against Russia.

will

have about half a million

This writer

is

of the opinion that Bis-

marck has grave political and diplomatic reasons for
unwonted leniencv toward his turbulent neighbors.

One

of the most affecting epitaphs with

editor has

come

in contact

is

which the

one engraved on a stone

which stands in a small private burial ground in a New
Hampshire village. Beneath lie the remains of a young
man who literally wore himself to death by study and
by a bitter fight for tolerance and what he believed to
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be the truths of religion in the midst of a community

hard headed, intolerant, and not
of thinking.

man

A

at all of his

few days before

death the young

his

sent to a college friend in a neighboring State the

own

couplet which he had written for his

and requesting him to see that

The

own way

was

it

villagers so strongly objected

years ago

—

—

regarded as an atheist
in

this

was two

score

remains of one they

to the burial of the

grave was made

tombstone,

inscribed thereon.

in the village

graveyard, that the

estate,

a defender of the truth

truth

I

am

naught."

Courier.

Dr. W. T. Barnard, approvingly quotes Mr. Wm.
Mather, an English observer of American schools,
who says, "with an income of $225,000 a year, it will
appear possible for a large amount of work to be done
this [the

Johns Hopkins] University among the peo-

ple of the city, without in any degree diminishing the

higher class of instruction

in the

advanced stages of

liter-

We

would regard a division of
the fund for such purposes as wrong.
The Johns
Hopkins is the only school in the Union that furnishes

ary and scientific study."

*

to convert

will

it
it

the

in

higher departments of

learn to instruct in practical
is

branches, and

if

the

alone, hundreds of technological

let

schools will proceed from

*

any hope of usefulness among the heathen.

religious barrier toward

The more such ministers are excluded from
hotter will grow the righteous indignation
home.

In truth, the world

inhumanity.

A new

is

the foreign

growing very

sick of theological

—

sympathy in their mutual institutions,
and religions which is bearing all reflecting minds along with it toward another and a better future. No
American board of foreign missions, however conservative and
nations with one another

—

literatures, philosophies

can stav this tendency.

Harriet Martineau, in her Notes on America^ thus
wrote of the prosecution of Abner Kneeland for blas-

phemy, which occurred

it.

One

Berlin, in

consequence of the renewed

unfavorable accounts of the condition of the
throat,

is

Crown

Prince's

a natural consequence of the fact that his eldest son, and
is a young
sympathy with or com-

the next heir to the imperial throne in case of his death,

man

of the military type,

who

has

little

prehension of constitutional liberty or the parliamentary system,
being in all these respects a great contrast to his father. The

German Liberals under the slights put upon them
by Bismarck has been due, in some degree, to the knowledge that
a regime more favorable to them would come in with the death ot
the old Emperor and the accession of his son, who is a man of
peace and imbued with constitutional ideas, and has but little
patience of the

sympathy with Bismarck's high-handed ways. If, however, the
crown were now to pass again to a mere soldier, a long period of
trouble at home and abroad might be opened up.
But it has to be
borne in mind that even young soldiers are apt to be sobered by
the cares of state and the difficulty, even on the throne, of having
one's own way,

#

#

in

clear consequence of

fact of

men had been proven

the murder of

An

chusetts was the

last.

oned

1S35:

my

conversation and experience

dungeon

in

a grated

old

for

of the imagination."

the rights of thought

and speech drew up a memorial to the governor of the S'ate for
a pardon for old Abner Kneeland, stating their ground with great
breadth and clearness, while disclaiming any kind of sympathy
with the views and the spirit of the victim. The prime mover
being a well-known religious man, and Dr. Charming being willing to put his name at the head of the list of requisitionists, the
principle of their remonstrance stood out brightly and unmistakably.
The religious corporations opposed the petitioners with all
their efforts, and the newspapers threw dirt at them with extraordinary vigor, so that the governor did not grant their request.
But when old Abner Kneeland came out of his prison everybody
knew that the ancient phase of societ3' had passed away, and that
there would never again be a prosecution for blasphemy in
Massachusetts."

*

at

Besancon by vandals

the clerical partv.
taire's

*

admirers to eternal

— Fngel,

statue every night.

in the

*
to deface Voltaire's statue

employ,

it

is

believed, of

Placards are posted blackening Vol-

memory and

accessories before the

Degan

Massa-

having printed that he believed the

Attempts have been made

the policeman

in

man, nearly seventy, was impris-

God of the Universalists to be a "chimera
Some who had listened to my assertions of

*

Mr. W. M. Salter spoke last Sunday at the Grand
Opera House, this city, on the crime and punishment of
the seven condemned anarchists.
He claimed that only
three of the

the

current has set in through the sympathy of

together was that the next prosecution for blasphemy

Sa\s ThcXation:
The fall in the Boersein

field,

of their admirers at

sci-

would be sending a man on a boy's errand
into a manual training school.
Its pupils

Johns Hopkins

*

All important is it, therefore, for the vounger, more enlightened and humaner members of the orthodox Congregational
body to make their point-blank appeal to their congregations as
to whether the possession of a broad and infinite spirit of tenderness and redeeming mercy ought really to prove an insuperable

fossilized,

adequate instruction
ence, and

The

life.

Referring to the recent action of the American
Board of Foreign Missions at their Springfield meeting,
the Boston Herald says:

fought,

I

the truth though

is still

— Boston

by

for

and without name or date

the stone bears the words:

The

These he thought the State should
other four, Spies, Schwab,
Fielden and Parsons, he believed, after examining all
the evidence, not guilty of the crime for which they havebeen condemned. They were guilty of sedition and
were engaged in a conspiracy against the State. This
was their offense and for this they should be imprisoned
for a term of years.
On another page mav be found
Mr. Salter's address in full, printed from his manuscript.
Fischer and Lingg.

imprison

a thicket of spruces belonging to the

dead man's paternal

"As

COURT.

fire.

consigning

his

adherents

and

Police are obliged to guard the

THE OPEN COURT.
THE RELATION OF MIND TO MATTER.
BY PROF.

As
on

E.

COPE.

D.

The Open Couht is stated to be
" The Work of Establishing Ethics and

Religion upon a Scientific Basis," the discussion of the

mind

relation of

The

to

matter

falls

clearly within

evidence for theism or for atheism

from

to

is

scope.

its

be obtained

inquiry, and the nature of evil receives

this

explanation from the facts of
tions as to this relation

this

the basis of

lie at

its

Assump-

relation.

theologies

all

and anti-theologies, and the fundamental propositions of
human belief are to be refuted or established by the

The

research.

goal

highest

the

theology

so slow that

ished

of

investigation,

scientific

so

that

seen to be entirely dependent on the scien-

is

But the progress of science

method.

tific

discovery of these relations constitutes

men

rule of

in

life,

is

necessarily

their natural impatience for a fin-

or for a finished philosophy, have

always affirmed or denied more than actual knowledge
Has a century of scientific activity done
has warranted.
anything

to

and heart?

supply

this

think

I

aching void of the

And

not a great deal.

human mind

has done something, although

it

we

with our usual impatience

again build bevond the foundation thus acquired, superstructures

which the further progress of science

will

sustain or refute.

The
is

proposition that the mind of

men and

animals

the essential and effective director of their designed

movements seems
of

one of those fundamental facts
is
no more necessary

to be

observation for which proof

than for the opinion that

The

only person

who

fire

is

denies

hot and that ice
its

have had the pleasure of an acquaintance,

To him

Montgomery.

the

with

truth,

is

who

person

Dr.

cold.

is

whom

I

Edmund

adopts

.this

view, without other than the evidence of our senses,

is

begging the question. I had hoped and anticipated that
this gentleman, in opposing this opinion and its consequences, would have brought forward some convincing
evidence from scientific sources to

show

that

would have substituted for
hypothesis which is sustained by the latest

error;

that

he

it
it

fs

an

some

scientific

—

research say, for instance, a statement of his doctrine
of " specific energies."
But this he has not done, but
presents certain logical considerations,

instead thereof

which, while
a priori

of

class of

questions at

all.

importance,

are

altogether

arguments, and do not touch on

They

of

deal with that aspect of the sub-

which is most remote from the scientific base-line,
which is yet in the field of hypothesis, as I have taken
pains to state in my reply to him.
And they do not in
the least invalidate the scientific basis of theism, which
rests on the now known influence of mind on the char-

ject

acter of organic evolution.

Until

Dr.

Montgomery produces

fundamental

fact of evolu-

structure of organic beings has been pro-

duced by the interaction of their bodies in whole or
part with the environment.
This interaction means,

in

in

large part, motion, and that motion has been determined

by the conscious state of the organism. Therefore consciousness pro tanto is the cause of the evolution of
organic types.
Many apparent exceptions to this proposition may be readily adduced, as in the case of plants,
and of the reflex acts of animals, unconscious cerebration,

but these,

etc.;

when

investigated, lead back

same source, consciousness,

the

design

structure

in

may

so

of

far

be detected.

been due to a contractility, which

is

to

evidence of

as

Something has

a physical character

some kind of protoplasm; but without conscious

direction this contractility counts for

in evolution.

little

argued by some that the supposition that the
appearance of design in the structure of organism is

But

is

it

deceptive, and

is

only the expression of an accidental

which alone among countless failures has
survived.
This is incredible for three reasons: first, it
is contrary to the law of chance that the nice adaptations which we observe should be accidentally created;
second, the variations which have appeared, whether
many or few, must have had a physical cause, which is
ignored in the most unscientific way by this school, of
which Mr. G. J. Romanes is chief; third, it leaves absoadaptation

lute!}'

may

no use for conscious direction of energy; and

add, fourth,

it

is

I

entirely contrary to the evidence

And

of paleontological science.

I

must repeat here that

the evidence as to the nature of creation must be chiefly

sought

modern

the

in

science of evolution, and

not

is

be discovered by the student of the functioning

likely to

of organic or inorganic machinery.

we

In functioning

have principally destruction- "dissipation of energy
and integration of matter." In evolution we have complication of matter

My

energy.

through the profitable direction of

friend, Dr.

Clevenger, for instance, views

the subject from the standpoint of physiology, or the

functioning of the animal organism; and in spite of his

learning

in

purely mental science he has not gotten hold

of the idea so clearly taught by the science of evolution.

To

repeat once

more what

this idea

lowing proposition, which I
sustaining by abundant facts:

Hie

the

scientific

will re-affirm this

I

The

tion.

the object of

title-page

it

contrary

527

am

is, I

state the fol-

at present

successive modifications of structure

engaged

which

in

con-

of animals arc the mechanical
effects of their movements, direct and indirect.
As these movements are determined by consciousstitute

ness,

the evolution

evident that the building of the machines thus

it is

effected

is

a process quite the opposite of the destruction

or wearing out which goes on at the same time.
also evident that these propositions apply to all

It is

forms of

life.

evidence to the

The

possibility

of

this control

of mind over the

THE OPEN
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matter of which

property, offers a logical

a

is

it

He

Dr. Montgomery.

cult)' to

finds

diffi-

difficult to

it

con-

which it is a
words only. The

ceive of a property controlling that of

But

property.

this

assertion that matter

same thing

the

matter

is

the physicial basis of mind, states

is

but in a form of expression

in substance,

which may serve

to

of

remove the objection

raised

by

the

converse statement.
In this connection Dr. Clevenger's position

importance.*

of fundamental

chemical

affinity,

is:

Hunger

"I.

is

the desire inherent in atoms for one

Here we have the

another."

It

also

is

identification of conscious-

more frequent and
more plausible than the identification of mind with matWhile energy is as necessary to
ter, but not less inexact.
ness (mind) with energy, an error

matter, they cannot be rationally confounded.

mind

as

The

reason

is

why

remember and

is

simply, that energy does not

feel,

In any rational classification, a

reason.

division of the properties of matter into those that feel,

remember and

reason, and those that do not,

Hunger

mental and necessary.

is

funda-

the conscious product

is

some kind of energy,
but it is not that energy itself any more than violin musicSo with all pheis a violin, or that a voice is a man.
nomena of consciousness. They may be produced by
some condition of energy, but they are not that energy
itself.
But I am at once asked whether from a scientific
It is not, but
standpoint this is not a question of words?
First,
is of fundamental significance for two reasons.
of the kinetic or unsatisfied state of

produced does

consciousness so

the

turn direct

iny

energy, a fact admitted by Dr. Clevenger; second, Me
mind and matter is one of quantity

correlation between

and

only,

Who

not of quality.

can say that the mental

hand causes

decision to use the right

a greater expendi-

ture of energy than the decision to use the left

Who

hand?

can say that a correct logical process costs more

energy than an incorrect one? Who can believe that
more energy is expended in liking than in disliking, or
Which
in deciding to worship God rather than Baal?

consumes more energy, devotion

to a false ideal or

devo-

tion to a true ideal?

may be doubted, by

It

energy of hunger

fied

the way, whether the unsatis-

chemical.

is

tion resides in the digestive

the hunger that

is

system

this

far as the sensa-

may

expressed by unsatisfied

desire of a chemical substance for

and

So
this

be true, but
tissues,

more of

its

own

is

the

kind,

can hardly be called chemical without a strain

of the proper

meaning of the word.

It

is

probably

consciousness

Dr. Clevenger gives the conditions of consciousness

two

of his paragraphs, but in

the inverted order of cause and

effect.];

"The end

of

automatism, just as

is

t
X

I

1

1

Open Court,

1
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,

18S7,

Ibid., 1SS7,

No.
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No.

16, p.
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friction

evi-

is

other property of matter, and as resistance becomes
it

Truly

disappears."

As

a general rule

we

As

cisely the opposite.

less,

remarkable species of " energy I"
find that energy has a history prea

becomes

resistance

less

does

it

not tend to disappear! but to continue; and

it is

a funda-

mental assumption of physical science that

in

a perfect

vacuum, and without friction, motion would be eternal.
But curiously enough, consciousness pursues a directly
opposite course; truly does Dr. Clevenger say, it increases with

and disappears with the disapLet us reverse the statement so

resistance,

pearance of opposition.

harmonize

as to

it

with

this evident fact.

condition of consciousness

organization /

its

matter

("(7

ism

off

caused by

essential

constant becoming" Heraclitus),

when organization
tion'"

The

the absence of completed
necessary condition is one of ?netabolis

and

is effected

and

opposition or "fric-

movement of matter disappears r
This is the well-known

its

consciousness disappears also.

law of automatism, and
demonstration that mind

something of

We

are

contains within itself the

it

not a species of energ\

is

now

logical objections to the proposition that
trol matter.

He

mental, and does
the system
since

it is

,

but

and even opposite attributes.
prepared to consider Dr. Montgomery's

distinct

mind can con-

justly regards this proposition as funda-

me

which

I

the honor to say that

if it be granted
have presented must be adopted,,

And

logically consistent.

here

let

me

express

my

cordial admiration for the honesty of the attitude of

Dr.

Montgomery

taking refuge in the clouds of

in not

dust so easily raised by the idealist and by the hopeless

of agnostic,

species

who

are practically one

in

their

opposition to the idea of a possible scientific theology.

The
to

idealist necessarily

find within

is

condemned
so he
view of that fact he

a "solipsist,"

and

is

himself the universe and God;

needs no further information, and in

Mr. F. E. Abbot expresses it, proceed comfortYet the possible existence of
some 1,000,000,000 other universes and Gods on this,
planet alone, might be expected at least to make his
dreams uneasy.
So, also, the agnostic, who not only
does not know, but who believes in nothing but the
"unknowable." This is not the original Huxleyan
agnostic, who appears to have some hopes that the
may,

as

ably to " take a nap."

progress

of science has

knowledge of mind
he

in

something

the verbal arena,

thinks

in

for the

store

the large sense; but the gladi-

who

takes a position

which

impregnable, by denying the existence of

everything with which

human knowledge concerns

it-

self.

Since writing the above
*

less

dent in the more complete adaptation of means to ends."
u Consciousness is evident in existence, as any
*
#
*

ator of

another species of energy.
clearly and concisely in

COURT.

of Dr.

"Are

Montgomery's

We

Products of

I

article

have read the third part
in

The Open Court,

Mind?" and

find that

I

was too

THE OPKN COURT.
fast in

believing that he did not adopt the idealistic posi-

tion.

It is

an

any

useless to discuss

idealist, for

there

lies at

with

scientific question

the basis of that position an

non sequitur. Because all that we know of
the universe is a complex of sensations, it does not follow

essential

that there

gomery

And

no material universe!

is

evidently holds that there

Dr. Mont-

which would then evidently be an omniscient, transcendpower using us organic individuals as mere passive
tools for its own aims."
According to the doctrine of
ent

evolution, the forecast extends no further than the lessons of experience, derived from primitive motion and

memory.

an objective reality,

is

it

with true

for

"My

knowledge, both

biological

pathological, has rendered

me

for

from

to

vital

he remarks

idealistic inconsistency

(p.

4S1),

and

physiological

indeed utterly impossible

it

imagine any kind of consciousness detached
organization! "
And the doctor is evidently

The

aim

metaphysical
puzzles," and
so.

it

it

is

not to be

do not claim

I

reconcile

to the

is

to

these

radically

and antecedently. Finally the
the intelligent response to stimulus, which
the subjective ego of the action, so that it is not cor-

trine of evolution,

have solved

which

it

it

"us,"

is

which our body

but

I

say that

newer

constitutes a science

than either metaphysics or physiology, and more preg-

is

us,"

the executive

machine.
In this discussion

it,

power using

a "transcendent

is

of

have but one object, and that

I

may

to ascertain so far as

the solution will be found in the extension of the doc-

same

of the

is

he finds

at that

medium ami

in

Doctor the "puzzle of

wondered

directed by the

of the

arises like the forecast,

will-power

for

To

idealism.

inconsistent positions

is

movements

The knowledge

experience.

is

organic instrument does not exist until

has been created by

rect to say that

physiological materialism, as he

a full believer in

529

what

be,

under the true doctrine that
(energy) of matter

*

is

*

is

"The mode

*

is

logically possible

of motion

primitively conditioned

by consciousness, but ceases to be so conditioned when
reaches a certain degree of automatism."*
With " the

it

nant with light than either of them.
I

In this connection

quote the prophetic language of Mr. Francis Elling-

wood Abbot

Theism

in his Scientific

"The

200):

(p.

and monistic philosophy of Spencer and Haeckel belongs to the present,
indeed to the past; the mechanical

but

is

rapidly

moving

into the past; the teleological

and

method and the
organic theory of evolution belongs to the future, and
But apparently neither Haeckel nor
will soon be here.
Spencer"(and I may add, nor Montgomery) "ever dreamed
monistic philosophy of

of

The

that."

the scientific

idealistic

thought uncontrolled by

gives

position

and

fact,

is

nothing
first

and teleological philosophy of Paley belongs

dualistic

unthinkable

the

rein

to

the parent of

all

dogma

start

to

Montgomery

of

So

to do.

[first] creation" (Haeckel), I have
cannot discuss the question of" the

I

this evolutional

for

process" to which Dr.

know

nothing about it.
of course, confined to beings composed of protoplasm, and although I infer the existence
of consciousness in variousphysical bases distinct from that

My

refers,

information

I

is,

substance, in other parts of the universe, for reasons
already gnen, I do not know of the internal economy of

such beings, nor of the constitution of their molecule.
Whether they display greater or less chemical or organic

human beings I cannot tell
Speculaeven as to these questions is without permanent value,
the total absence of material facts.
Dr. Montgomery

specialization than

!

tion

the crudities and absurdities of the prevalent theologies.
in

Idealism

is

also the stronghold of all negations,

permanent skepticism.
if

It

the

is

enemy

the idealistic position be true, science

is

and of

of science, for

but an aimless

Materialistic psychology is on the other
amusement.
hand the grave of human hope, since if its positions be
true, the past, present and future of mind is wrapped up
in organized protoplasm, and it is not worth while to

A

inquire further.

brace of bad masters of the

human

mind, which evolution will one day reduce to the position of

good servants.

my position and
and monistic philosophy," must
ascribe the closing paragraph of the article No. III.
To

the entire failure to understand

that of the "teleological
I

above referred

to.

Dr.

Montgomery

ascribes to

me

the

have especially warned my
readers from inferring, and which cannot be logically
inferred from my premises:
"In this case the definite
following views, which

knowledge

be used, and of the aim to
to

medium

of the organic

which it is to
be accomplished, would have

instrument to be used, of the

belong

undeveloped will

tive

protoplasmic beings
to

is,

of course, that of the lowest

who display

it, and it is by no means
be inferred that the will of beings of other, even if

more primitive physical

bases, is of the

same grade.

I

have,

moreover, not expressed the opinion which Dr. Montgomery ascribes to me, " that all forms of matter have
originated in the running down from the primitive mat-

forms of consciousness have originated in the
down from the primitive consciousness," without having at the same time defined the
proposition and given its limitations in the clearest man-

ter, that all

process of running

I

conscious forecast, with a full

to

appears to have supposed that some of my remarks have
had reference to such existences, when in reality I have
had in view only the inhabitants of earth. The primi-

ner.

If

we mean by

the origin here referred to, the

origin of the organization of protoplasmic matter and

its

consciousness, the process of evolution of living matter

and consciousness

is

distinctly

upward and not down-

in

the performing unspecialized

will-power,

*

The Open Court,

1SS7,

No.

13, p.

35s,

<•/

stq.

Dr.

Montgomery has also

misunderstood my reference to " energy as :t concept distinct from matter."
did not accuse him of holding that opinion, although I hold it myself.

I

—

;
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ward,

as

is

displays

its

we

if

But

that almost every stage

examples of degenerate or exhausted prod-

ucts as well,

And

known.

well

known

well

also

is

the evolutionist.

to

suppose consciousness and

conditioned

its

control over matter to have been primitive,

we

can see

a large part of the creation consists of such degen-

what

These

erate or automatic products.

when compared,

display an advancing scale of evolution

dependent on the successive stages
ory, mental evolution
If,

at

But wherever consciousness

nated.

will, nevertheless,

however,

I

is

am

prior to protoplasmic

which they

origi-

with

mem-

persists,

assured.

asked to discuss any "origin"

life, I

repeat the proposition, "8.

cannot go further than

The phylogeny

to

of proto-

plasm requires a parent substance." In fact the objections of Dr. Montgomery's last article are entirely due
to his persistent assumption that I hold that the phenomena of protoplasm are to be the measure and balance

phenomena

for our estimate of the

other physical

of

myself with the

Moreover I cannot concern
problem of what the primitive mind may have had

bases.

working up

view

in the

into

conscious

or

living

of

refractory types of matter

organisms.

deal with the physical and mental

and

case,

I

am

I

have only

possibilities of

to

the

show
mind has

sure that further reflection will

Montgomery

Dr.

some

in

that

one

may

believe that

movements of matter, and yet not
And the
the cul dc sac which he depicts.
ad absurdum which he obtains is derived from

control of the

get into

rcductio

premises of his

The

own

WHAT SHALL BE DONE WITH THE ANARCHISTS?
A LECTURE BEFORE THE SOCIETY FOR ETHICAL CULTURE OF CHICAGO,
GRAND OPERA HOUSE, SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23.

;

;

themselves about earthly courts of justice, not so with

conception of Deity as a conscious physical basis

the only one

realism.

It is

which can be

in

accord with scientific

subject conditioned by object, and object

The idea is anthropomorphic,*
The idealistic deity of some
not unthinkable.
is a generalization of the human mind, based on

conditioned by subject.

but

it is

monists
the

phenomena

of nature

which are

to the preferences of the thinker.

which made mental abstractions

selected according

Since the old realism,

realities

of the universe,

dead and buried, such a deity is not a person. Now
an "impersonal deity" is as much a contradiction in

is

terms as "unconscious consciousness;" and those who
substitute their own thoughts for a supreme person, are
not theists, unless, indeed, such thinker considers himself
to

be the deity.
"

The

uses of

mediocrity are for everyday

the uses of genius amidst a thousand

life,

but

mistakes which

mediocrity never commits, are to suggest and perpetuate

which raise the standard of the mediocre to a nobler
level.
There would be far fewer good men of sense if
were
no erring dreamers of genius." Buliver.
there

ideas

societies

— when

doubts in
arisen in

An

excellent discussion of the nature of Deity

of Professor
uralists of

Du

Bois

Germany.

Raymond

is

to be

found

in a lecture

before the Association of Physicians and NatSee Popular Science Monthly, Mav, 1S73.

justice

is

My

not done.

friends, there are

grave

many minds whether such an occasion has not recently
our midst. No man who honors the law and loves his

country can, without some trepidation publicly question the
righteousness of a judicial verdict, rendered after a long trial and
re-affirmed by a higher court.
justice
fied.

done

is

It is

in

We

must presume

our courts, else anarchy

is

that as a rule

near to being justi-

full sense of my responsibility, and of the miswhich I render myself liable, that I speak on the
have announced for to-day: What shall be done with

with a

interpretation to

question

I

the anarchists?

Let no one expect from
theme.

I

am

or even

you
Very

thought

justice.

Justice

things a cool and dispassionate mind.

In such

with such an aim at

if

some.

a sensational treatment of this

My

sympathies.
all

studied this question.
facts,

me

not here to appeal to any one's passions or preju-

requires before

It

The

will.

well,

I

am

is

have

least, I

I

is

for

days and weeks

largely a question of facts, of dry

discussion of them may be tedious to
here before all to speak to those who

know what the facts really are.
make my remarks under three
seven men now in the county jail guilty of
want

to

shall

heads:

First, are the

the crime with which

they guilty?
if not, of what are
punishment?
First, are thev guilty of the crime charged against them?
My
hearers will certainly pardon my familiarity in the use of names
for the sake of clearness and brevity
on this occasion a familiarity which under other circumstances would be quite out of
place.
The crime was that of the murder of the policeman
Mathi.is T. Degan.
It is "conceded," to use the language of the
Supreme Court of the State, that no one of the seven men threw
the bomb with his own hands; they are charged with being
accessories, in the technical language of the law, before the fact.
An accessory of a crime is one who stands by and aids or abets
or assists, or who, if not present, has yet advised and encouraged
its perpetration, and by the law — and it is surely a just law
such
an accessory is as guilty as if he were the actual perpetrator.
What is the proof that the seven men were accessories in this case?
There is no doubt that a conspiracy was formed Monday
thev yvere charged
Third,

?

Second,

what should be

their

—

—

—

night

— the

night before the massacre

the striking
*

we

—

a spirit,
is

If

us.

do not continually speak, it is because we assume that justice is
being continually done, and our duty lies only in supporting and
encouraging those through whose hands it is administered and
executed.
But our courts are not infallible, nor does a divinity
hedge and attend them in such a sense that their every verdict
must be submissively received. Occasions may arise at rare
intervals, we must presume, at least in modern democratic

dices,

imagining, and not of mine.

IN-

BY WILLIAM M. SALTER*
There is no more sacred thought than that of justice. With
the sense of its august nature I do not wonder that men have
committed its execution to the supreme powers that rule the
world. We believe, however, that justice is the task of man
that the supreme powers have intrusted it to him that a portion
of invisible sanctity attaches to the office of the magistrate and
the judge. The divine institution in the world is not the Church,
but civil society hence no apology is needed when real religion
(which is nothing but the sense of justice) mingles in civil
affairs.
If the churches that look for justice and judgment from
another power and in another world have no need to trouble

*

My

workingmen of

that

— to resist

the police in case

excited time

the prosecution and the defense, presented to

spring; also a special Brief by Leonard Swett.

were attacked.

were the respective Briefs ot
the Illinois Supreme Court last

authorities in preparing this lecture

—

THE OPEN COURT
There

is

no doubt

men — were

Engel and Fischer

tliat

— two

of the seven

leaders in thai conspiracy; nor any doubt worth con-

sidering that

Lingg

— another— was

acquainted with

its

designs.

Lingg, with others, was manufacturing bombs much of the next
day; he chided his assistants for working so slowly; he said they
were for use that night. There can be no reasonable doubt, taking into account that dynamite

bombs were

the trusted

weapons

workingmen, and further the
bombs
of them were made to serve the

of warfare to this particular class of
special evidence

were made

produced

— thirty

at the trial, that these particular

to fifty

—

Monday night conspiracy. Plans were also
made Monday night for the Haymarket meeting the following

purposes of the
night.
at the

There is no evidence that a conflict was specially expected
Haymarket. That contingency was in mind, but the plan

was simply that the conspirators should come to the assistance of
workingmen, whenever they should be interfered with. That
(Monday) afternoon several workingmen were reported to have
been killed by the police near McCormick's factory a circular
;

calling on

workingmen

in

passionate terms to

arm themselves

and avenge the death of their brothers was distributed at the
Monday night meeting and doubtless tended to heighten the
angry feelings of those present; but there is no evidence that an
was planned for the evidence is
simply that the conspirators were to be ready to resist any attack
of the police. The Haymarket meeting took place as planned for
on the following night. Its purpose was to denounce the police
for shooting down workingmen the day before.
A handbill had
been widely circulated (written by Fischer) calling on workingmen to arm themselves and appear in full force. There can be
little doubt that had the policemen appeared in the early part of
the evening and attempted to disperse the meeting, there would
have been a slaughter in their ranks far more fearful than that
which actually took place later fearful and ghastly as that was.
But the meeting, according to the testimony of a Tribune reporter,
who was there all the time, was a peaceable and quiet one for an
outdoor meeting. The Mayor was present so as to personally
disperse it in case it assumed a dangerous tendency, but left it late
in the evening, stepping into the neighboring police station on his
way home to say to Captain Bonfield that nothing had occurred
or looked likely to occur that required interference, to which
Bonfield replied that he had reached the same conclusion from
reports already brought fo him.
But for the violent harangue
of Fielden, who spoke after the Mayor had gone, the police would
probably never have descended on the scene, and the bomb
would not have been thrown. And by that time the leaders of the
conspiracy had left the meeting, the gathering had dwindled to a
third or a quarter of its original size, a threatening cloud had
caused a motion to be made to adjourn to an adjacent hall — and if
Fielden had allowed himself to be interrupted in this way, it is
likely that the meeting would have closed without any incident
whatever. As it was, Fielden protested in answer to the summons
of the police to disperse, "we are peaceable;" but to no purpose,
as in a trice the infernal missile went flying through the air.
Who were the accessories to this crime? For the thrower of
the bomb is unknown. There can be no doubt considering all the
evidence, that the bomb was one of those made by Lingg, and
that, according to his own statement, it was made for service
("fodder," as he expressed it) against the capitalist and police. He
may not have known it was to be used at the Haymarket; but
he made it for service, immediate service, he made it in furtherance of the purposes of the conspiracy which met Monday night.
If any one is guilty as an accessory, plainly he is.
Fischer was
drinking beer in a neighboring saloon when the bomb was thrown
and Engel was regaling himself in the same way at home. Both
had left the meeting, apparently anticipating no trouble. It is
possible that neither of them knows -who threw the bomb, that

—

offensive attack on the police

—

mu

both of them regretted the throwing as a foolish thing, when they
beard of it, though we have evidence only that one did but that
;

it

was thrown by

a

member

leaders, there can be

of the conspiracy of which they were

scarcely any doubt, certainly no reasonable

doubt, and that as leaders they are responsible for the act of their
fellow-conspirator, done at their instigation, though not at just the
time and place which they might have chosen, there can be no reasonble doubt either.
Fischer had called on workingmen to come

Haymarket meeting armed

—

and " armed " meant in the
which he belonged, as much armed with dynamite as
with revolvers he had objected to another proposed place ot
meeting for Tuesday night, that it was "a mouse-trap," which
could mean nothing if violent resistance was not contemplated as
a possible contingency it was he who caused the word Ruhe to be
placed in the Arbeit er-Zcitnng Tuesday afternoon, which was a
signal to the conspirators, agreed upon at the Monday night
meeting, and which summoned them to assemble and arm themselves; and he was himself found the next day with a loaded
revolver and ten cartridges, a file, and a fuse or fulminating cap
on his person and the use of the cap in connection with dynamite bombs he confessed to have learned from reading Most's
book on the Science of War. The other leader, Engel, had given a
detailed description to workingmen on the North Side only a few
months previous as to how bombs were made and recommended
to all those who could not buy revolvers to buy dynamite; in his
speech in court, he allowed that he had said in workingmen's
to the

circle to

—

;

—

meetings that

if

bomb

every workingman had a

in

his pocket,

and he it was who
proposed the plan to the Monday night meeting of throwing
bombs into the police-stations and shooting down the policemen
as they came out, so as to prevent their going to wherever the
conflict might be between other policemen and strikers, which was
contemplated as a practical certainty in the near future and to
meet which the conspiracy was formed. This plan was not carthere

would soon be an end

of capitalistic rule;

owing to the
Haymarket meeting so

ried into effect, probably

fact that the police inter-

fered with the

late at

night and after

all

apprehension of trouble had gone from the minds of the conspirators, and, probably too, because after all the conspiracy was a
half-and-half affair. But the conflict that was to precipitate

all this

tumult and bloodshed did take place; and there can be
scarcely a doubt that it took place owing to the incitement and
terrible

instigation

of the

two

leaders

named.

have

I

Engel

and

Fischer and Lingg are beyond a reasonable doubt, accessories to
the

Haymarket crime.

It is perfect folly to

urge that the police

Haymarket meeting; even

if it had no
no one in the crowd had a right to respond with the murderous weapon, so long as no violence was used against the crowd

had no right

to disperse the

right,

— the remedy for the

offenses of the civil authorities as for other

offenses lies in the courts.
class of people to

whom

Further,

it

is

quite evident that the

the conspirators belonged regard almost

any hindrance to their actions by the authorities as an invasion of
their rights; even if striking workingmen are employing violence
against those who take their places, they allow no right of the
police to step in and restrain their violence and preserve peace
that they call, forsooth, taking the side of the employer against
The rage that inspired
the strikers, a most arrant bit of nonsense
the notorious "Revenge" circular to which I have referred was
!

all

excited because the police interfered to protect peaceable, inof-

fensive

workingmen who had taken

mick's factory against a

lot

McCorthem with

the place of strikers at

of ruffians

who

attacked

bricks and stones and sticks; interfered and in the m£lee fired at

some; such rage I call arrant humbuggery and the now notorious
circular was nothing but blatant bombast and was itself a confession of sympathy with crime.
What
I have spoken of three of the seven condemned men.
shall be said of the remainder?
Clear and positive evidence of

;

THB OPEN COURT.
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Monday

connection with the

night conspiracy, to

my

mind, here

—

no claim that any of them Spies,
Schwab, Parsons or Fielden were at the Monday night meeting,
nor at a meeting on the previous day when the conspiracy was
Spies wrote the "Revenge" circular which was
first hatched.
read at the Monday night meeting, but there is no claim that it
was read with his knowledge. Spies wrote the word Rulie for the
printers of the Arbeiter Zeitung, but there is no evidence that he
entirely

fails.

There

is

—

knew

special import,

its

tising agent to

by mistake.

in

speak

at

the

go and

and when he learned

tell

he told his adver-

it

armed men that the word was put
invited Tuesday morning by Fischer to

the

Spies w-as

Haymarket meeting, but noticing

that the hand-bill

meeting contained the words " Workingmen, arm
yourselves and appear in full force," he said to Fischer that those
words " must be struck out or he would not attend the meeting
calling for the

Spies spoke at the Haymarket meeting, but
Mayor Harrison and the Tribune reporter heard him and they
made the testimony that I have already given. Two witnesses

or speak there."

were produced against Spies, whose testimony, if it were credible, would convict him, beyond a peradventure, of a direct comThompson and Gilmer. But of Thompson's
plicity in the plot

—

testimoy, the

Supreme Court says

confirm him and

much

there

is

much

that tends to contradict

that tends to

him; and though

on the whole the court is inclined to credit his testimony, I see
not how any unprejudiced person could say that it convicts Spies
beyond all reasonable doubt. Gilmer is proved to have been a
lying person by his

first

statement as a witness; he

is

contradicted

brought out the police; it contained violent and inflamatory
appeals; the police were surely justified in putting an end to such
a speech and dispersing the crowd; but there is no evidence that
Fielden expected violence that night, or planned for it, or had any

knowledge of the Monday night conspiracy; he had been going
about his business during the day, hauling stones to one of the
parks, and had an appointment to speak elsewhere that night and
would never have been at the Haymarket meeting, had he not
been at the meeting of the American Group I have referred to
early in the evening, and been urged there to go over to the Haymarket.

swears he had no revolver and never carried one in his life. It is
quite possible that some one made the threats which the policemen
heard, namely, " Here come the bloodhounds of the police! Men,
do your duty and I will do mine! " It would be natural that the

bomb thrower should say that himself. And it is significant,
when one scans the testimonies of the seven policemen, that only
it was Fielden, that another says, some one
looking like Fielden, that three others say " some one" or " some-

one says distinctly
body," that

Randolph

the

credence,

admits that the evidence as to his trustworthiness

testified

it

is

still

know who made

is unsupported by any witness in the
though the Supreme Court is again inclined to give

witnesses and

fifteen

;

who were ahead of their companies and nearer to Fielden than those who testified, did not hear
the threats, nor did several reporters who were very near Fielden
further, seven witnesses who were immediately about Fielden and
watching him, saw no movement indicating shooting, and Fielden
Capt. Bonfield and Capt. Ward,

record, and

by

made threats as
bomb was thrown but

Certain policemen testify that Fielden

they approached, and fired shots after the

And

another says he heard the remark, but does not
it, and as matter of fact he was at the time on

street horse car tracks,

one hundred

feet

away.

who

as to the shooting, Fielden says that the policemen

against

him

in the trial,

made no mention

of the fact at

"very conflicting" and refuses "to pass any opinion upon it,"
saying in so many words that " there is evidence enough in the

the coroner's inquest held the next day after the massacre, though

he was present

at that

record to sustain the finding of the jury independently of the

their minds.

Fielden offered to swear to

testimony given by

may

Thompson and Gilmer." (Of

other evidence,

is none implicating Spies directly
throwing of the bomb, besides what I have already mentioned; the entirely different sort of evidence against Spies, on
which the court mainly relies, I shall speak of later). Of Schwab,
Spies's assistant on the Arbeiter-Zeitung, there is no evidence
whatever of his connection with the plot save that afforded by the
doubtful testimony of Thompson, to which I have just alluded.
I

say by the way, there

in the

Schwab was present
in the
at

at the

evening and went

Haymarket

oft"

for

to address a

Deering's factory on the North Side.

only a short .time early

workingmen's meeting
Parsons was in Cincin-

when the conspiracy was formed, he only returned to
Chicago on Tuesday morning; he called a meeting, and attended
it that evening, of what was known as the "American Group,"
at the Arbeiter-Zeitung office, and at the time of going to it, did
not know that any meeting was to be held at the Haymarket at
all.
During the session of the American Group, however, which
discussed the organization of the sewing women of Chicago with
nati

reference to the eight-hour

movement, the advertising agent of

the Arbeiter-Zeitung called and said that speakers were wanted at

When the group adjourned, about nine
he with almost all the others present
fifteen were there
- -went over to the Haymarket, and he took his wife and children
with him.
Mayor Harrison heard Parsons' speech nearly to the
close, and testified as I have above explained. He doubtless heard
some one cry out when Parsons mentioned Jay Gould, "Hang
him " and Parsons reply, " No, that it was not a conflict between
individuals, but for a change of system;" and he probably heard
Parsons' exclamation, on which so much stress has been laid,
"To arms! To arms!" though neither he nor the police took
alarm at this utterance, and it is almost incredible that Parsons
should have brought his wife and children to the meeting, if he
had expected bombs were to be thrown there. Fielden's speech
the

Haymarket meeting.

—

o'clock,

!

—

time and the facts must have been fresh in

many

excluded his offer as

it

have tended

up matters

As

to clear

did so

but the

this,

court

other testimonies that would

in favor of the

the conclusion of this part of

my

accused men.

I say that the
evidence for the guilt of Spies, Schwab, Parsons and Fielden is

subject,

any fair-minded, unprejudiced man
would not be enough if there were
a balance of probability against them; not only must we not to
quote memorable words used in this trial guess away the lives
and liberties of our citizens, but the guilt of accused persons
not such as to

convince

beyond reasonable doubt.

It

—

—

must be established beyond

all reasonable doubt.

The evidence

I

have already considered against these four is not only insufficient,
it positively breaks down when submitted
I will not say to close
and carefully, but simply to fairly intelligent and honest scrutiny.
If one wants to believe it, one can of course find reasons for doing
so; but if one wants simply the truth, the truth entirely irrespective of what one wishes to believe, and would like to see established, it is scarcely conceivable to me how he should do so.
Let me not be misunderstood. I do not say because the four

—

—

men

I have mentioned are not guilty, they are therefore guiltless
any connection whatever with the Haymarket crime. They are
simply not guilty of the crime with -which they were charged. They

of

were not accessories, in any hitherto recognized sense of that term,
murder of Degan. But I do not absolve them of all connecand now I wish to point out what that contion with that crime,
nection was and so I take up my second question, //' not guilty
of the crime with which they were charged, of what are they guilty ?
For clearness' sake I will make my answer at the outset.
They are guilty of sedition, of stirring up insurrection; they were
There is
all members of a criminal conspiracy against the State.
no blinking of this fact. While holding that Spies, Schwab,
to the

—

;

Parsons and Fielden are not guilty of this particular crime, I
cannot refuse to admit that they were preparing for an infinitely
greater crime greater, that is, in amount, not in essence. They

—

—

!

THE OPEN COURT.
had no
It

an aim than to put down

less

force that protect

all

what

is

in this

ordinarily

country

known

was not so much the revolution of the State

that they looked forward

all

laws and

as private property.
as

its

abolition

there should be nothing like what

to, for

This is the meaning of their
and why they call themselves
anarchists.
These men not only agitated such ideas; they urged
workingmen to organize on the basis of them. Workingmen did
organize organized in other cities besides Chicago, and these
men were the leaders of the organization here. The organizations were called " groups," and inside each group, or most of
them, there were armed sections men who met at regular or
irregular intervals and trained in the use of arms; and the arms
included rifles and dynamite bombs. The forty to eighty men

we

the State in the future.

call

anarchy

doctrine,

— no

State,

—

—

who formed

Monday

members of these
armed sections. It must be admitted that the Monday night
conspiracy was the legitimate outcome of the more general conspiracy, which was known to the public as the International
Arbeiter (or Workingmen's) Association. The leaders of whom I
am now speaking urged men to join these armed sections and
the

night conspiracy were

themselves belonged to them, and the purpose of the sections
was nothing else than to prepare for such uprisings as the Monday night conspiracy actually planned for. More than a year
before the fatal Tuesday, Spies explained in a private interview
that the final aim
was the re-organization of society on a more equitable basis, so
that the laboring man might have a fairer share of the products of his labor; that it was not hoped to accomplish this by
legislation or the ballot-box; that force and arms were the only
way; that there were armed forces in all the commercial centers
of the country, and a sufficient number in Chicago about 3,000
to take the city; that they had superior means of warfare; that

the purposes of the International Association

:

—

once

in possession of the city

they could keep

the accession to their ranks of laboring

many men were

men;

ingmen attempted

to introduce the eight- hour

shed might be involved, as frequently

ment

if

who engaged

they

possession by

when

out of employment, by reason of strikes and lock-

outs would be taken; that such a time might

that those

in

that a time

failed,

but

in

come when work-

system; that blood-

the case of revolutions;

would be liable to punishwould be a revolution, and

in the uprising
if

successful

it

they would have to take their chances.

The

platform of the International Association, published time

and again

in the

local organ, the Arbeiter Zcitung, contains the

statement that as in former times no privileged class ever relinquished its tyranny, no more can we take it for granted that the
capitalists of the present

day

will forego their privileges

and their

man must
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by a part of his wages and buv a revolver, a rifle,
to make and use dynamite."
He glorified the use
a fantastic and crazy manner in his final speech to
the court. Fielden admitted a few months before, that they had
lots of explosives and dynamite in their possession, and
would
lay

and learn how
of dynamite in

not hesitate to use them

when

the proper time came.

use them.

first

Do

I

Friends,

hear some one say, ah, but you are giving away your case?
have no case. I am not here to make a plea on one side

1

or the other, tor the anarchists any

am

here as coolly and quietly as

and what

The
men

I

more than

may

justice?

things that

;

the things

crime enough.

— force;

that the

way which workingmen

I

I

stated at the outset

It is

—

—

to the murder of Degan.
There is this kernel of truth in
the claim of anarchistic sympathizers, that the anarchists were
tried for murder and are to 'be hanged for anarchy.
They were

charged with complicity

in a definite act; four of them were vircondemned because they were leaders in a workingmens'
association in the bosom of which and in harmony with the gen-

tually

eral
It is

purposes of which the plot to accomplish that act was formed.
a matter of the record that the conspiracy which the prose-

cution sought to establish at the outset was that formed at the
Monday night meeting, and that only when the complicity in the
same of Spies, Schwab, Parsons and Fielden could not be so convincingly made out as was desired, did the prosecution take advantage of certain
there

show — and
— that these four men were lead-

rulings of the court and endeavor to

was no trouble

in

showing

it

ers in a plan for revolutionizing society,

and hence were respondeath of Degan, which occurred as a result and in furtherance of that plan. The prosecuting attorney refused to indict
these men with treason; and yet they were virtually condemned
sible for the

for being partners in a treasonable conspiracy.
I sav virtually;
but not in form, for the prosecution and the Supreme Court of
the State in reviewing the case, think it necessary in form to con-

nect

all

men

seven

alike with the

Monday

the

is left

I

are the facts

This
crime enough to outlaw them or banish
them or if you will imprison them for life, or even han» them
though I should not will the like. But it is not the crime with
which they were charged; it is not the crime of being accessories
is

useless since the property-owning class control legislation; that

agitation with a view to organization, organization

for the State.

What

diabolical conspiracy against the present order of society.

the doubtful evidence to that effect to

must take

to ask,

have just stated are the
were
the facts in their favor. Are the two sets of facts, so different on
the face, in harmony?
I believe they are.
I cannot discover a
thing against these four men that goes beyond seditious and
treasonable language, and membership, or rather, leadership in a
is

facts against the four

authority without compulsion; that efforts through legislation are

only one remedy

One can

scarcely repeat or hear such words without shuddering and without
an outburst of indignation against those who had the barbarity to

all

night conspiracy.

which

I

All

have referred

in

my

address, and which can scarcely be credited at
by a serious and dispassionate man, is vamped up if I may
first

part of

be pardoned

the

expression

—

— both

be a revolutionary one,

by the prosecution and the
Supreme Court, as more or less valid proof against the condemned
men. It is doubtful if they would dareto urge or confirm a verdict
without that prop; and yet that prop, in the case of four men, is
rotten. It is both sound ethicsand sound law that accused persons
should know for what they are to be tried and that men ought

once said Spies; don't let us forget the more forcible argument of
all
the gun and dynamite. Spies wrote in his paper, the very day

not to be charged with one crime and then punished for another.
I grant the condemned men were not tried for anarchy, for

is

with a view to rebellion.

This is all treasonable to the State on
repugnant to quote the words of these four
the means by which they hoped to attain their ends.

the face of

men
But

as to

it.

in justice

regard.

A

It is

it

must be done.

successful

All are equally guilty in this

movement must

—

of the
that

if

Haymarket massacre, with reference to the McCormick riot,
the workingmen had been provided with weapons and one

;

their opinions
I

grant the

merely; they were

Monday

tried for treasonable conspiracy.
night conspiracy was an outcome of the more

single dynamite bomb, not one of the murderous police would
have escaped his well-merited fate. Schwab but a week before
had said:
"For every workingman who has died through

general conspiracy, a legitimate outcome;

the pistol of a deputy sheriff,

they were participants in

Arm

let

ten

of the executioners

fall

Parsons had said a year before, " Wo to the
they send against us! " and again, " If
we would achieve our liberation from economic bondage, every
yourselves! "

police or the militia

whom

ent things and
the second

all

— and

still

yet

the

who entered into the
those who did not enter

of those

it;

two were

first

differ-

did not enter

are treated as

if

they are to be hanged for something

—

they never did, nor expected nor plotted neither aided nor abetted, neither advised nor encouraged, to use all the technical terms
of the law. An incident in the history of our State Legislature
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last

A

bill was introwinter throws light upon this matter.
to define, as oneof our city papers said, ''with greater clearness

duced

crime of unlawful conspiracy. It provided
any person who should by speaking or writing incite local
revolution or the overthrow or destruction of the existing order of
societv, should be deemed guilty of conspiracy, and if (and this is
the significant part) as a result of such speeches or writings, human

and

precision," the

that

life is

taken or person or property

deemed

ing and writing shall be
the person

who

is

injured, the person so speak-

and be treated as a

act

principal in the perpetration of the crime.*

No

other relation

than that of result between the act and the words or writings is
necessary, entirely irrespective of whether that result was intended
or anywise expected

or

Under

not.

statute

this

— which

was.

— the

seven anarchists would be guilty of the
murder of Degan; any number of other anarchists would be
equally guilty; in a crime of this sort, indeed, it would be hard to
But this law was not in existence when the
limit the guilt.
murder of Degan took place. It w'as without doubt contrived
passed,

to

I

believe

meet such cases

a law

is

before.

in

proof that

Under

the

to say that four out

the future.

no

legal

The

fact that

provision

parallel

was made

it

to

seven

the

men

could

not

existed

it

laws of the State then existing,
of

—

as such,

As

guilty of having conspired with

committed the

actually

and tolerated for months and years in the past. The Arbeiter
Zeitung publication company was even incorporated by the State;
why was the charter not revoked, if in the judgment of the State
its treasonable utterances were crimes?
It should have been, but
by the very allowing of a thing, the State may give it a certain
Let the men be imprisoned for a term of years, to
sanction.
hang them would be a public crime; it would go down to history

I

venture

have been

I

haven't the shadow of a doubt.

men who

to the three

guilty of complicity in the

beyond

are

justified

shooting

in

down

those who offer violent resistwhen legitimately exercised; but
may be wise and may be unwise to

when

the melee

execute the leaders of the revolt.

I

punishment;

is

who

shall

say that

not sometimes sweep legislators and juries

and judges away? Who shall say that even the majority may
not go wrong and public opinion itself cease to be the voice of the
Yet, if we cannot say this, how do we know but
invisible right?
what jury and judge and public opinion may possibly have gone
wrong in this special instance? For my own part I should be a
coward if I did not speak as I do to-day, for I should know that a
public wrong was about to be committed and I did not dare
Let me be misjudged of men, if need be,
to protest against it.

me

stand clear before

my own conscience.
on my last point.
What

but

let

I he

A few words in closing
punishment of these men?

the least assurance.

I

am

As

to

this

matter

I

sure only of two things

should be

speak with

—that

Spies,

Schwab, Parsons and Fielden should not be punished as equally
guilty with Engel and Fischer and Lingg, and that they deserve
The appeal of Parsons for liberty or
to be punished for all that.
death is pure bathos, and is in keeping with the theatrical characHe is responsible, every one of the four men in
ter of the man.
whose behalf I have made exceptions, is responsible, gravely
responsible, for that ghastly massacre of the fourth of May.
They were not exercising their inalienable right of free speech
when they counseled the use of dynamite against the officials of the State, no matter how general was their language;
they should have been hindered from such treasonous speech long
ago; their international groups should not have been allowed in
the past, their treasonous newspaper organ should not have been
allowed; their mouths of every description should have been
literally shut, and similar mouths should be shut in the future.
But it is folly, it is almost a breach of good faith, for the authorities
to hang men now for utterances and doings that were known
*

I

follow here Leonard Swett's Brief (p. 66).

Chicago Tribune.

Mr. Swett quotes from the

difficult

all

due respect for those who are my betters in wisdom and virtueI honor those who are in authority, because they are in authority.
I would not say a word to make others think lightly of them.
And yet, though I love my country and its guardians and governors, I love justice more; I could not be an ethical teacher and
stand on this platform to-day did I not recognize a higher law
than that which may be laid down by magistrates and courts.
Under all ordinary circumstances I believe our laws and our judi-

may

more

—

to

decisions are conceived in justice; but

is

Crimes against the State are in one sense the most
deadly crimes, and in another sense they are the crimes to be considered with the greatest magnanimity.
Even these three men
were not murderers in the common sense of that word; they
were men who had earned an honest living, who had not even
been suspected of the smallest crime before. A political crime
belongs to a totally different category from ordinary crime.
There was a cry to hang Jeff Davis after the war; he was
surely a monstrous political criminal.
But we should not now
regard it as a particularly noble thing if he had been hanged,
once the war was over to say nothing of the ministers of
his cabinet and generals of his army.
The policemen are
ance

cial

reasonable doubt
it

to speak.

sentenced as they were by a dispassionate jury and judge. I am
I trust I am not without
loath to make such a statement as that.

gusts of passion

all

Haymarket crime,

authority,

their

of capital

is

over
I

it

think

years to discuss that question.

men

it

do not take up the question
the

poorest time in

To admit

the guilt of

many

all

these

extremest form and yet argue for the commutation of
their sentence on the ground of the general wickedness of capital
in its

punishment seems to me a piece of sentimentalism. If these
men, any or all, deserve the extremest penalty of the law, I for
one would say, let justice have its way. A common murderer, I
do not hesitate to say, deserves hanging. But it is because these

men

three

are not

they deserve that
officers

of the

common

murderers that I question whether
Their offense is against the State and the

fate.

The

State.

question

is,

is

not

the State big

enough, strong enough to be able to afford to be magnanimous,
and to say to them: "Your mouths shall be closed, and you
shall never be free to plot again against the public peace, but the

boon of

life

shall

not be taken from you."

It is

the lips of so eminent a statesman as Burke, that

a saying from
magnanimity is

not seldom the truest wisdom, and that a great State and

little

minds go ill together. The words have a special interest to us,
for they were uttered with reference to the American colonies.
Anarchy is a disease. You cannot stamp it out though all
these men were hanged and one hundred more besides, aye, and

—

man

every

or

woman

that has belonged to the different groups

you would not rid the body politic of its presence;
like a ghastly cancer, it would appear again in time.
It has
Shut it up, yes; but cure at the same time.
to be cured.
If you do not, you but drive it below the surface of society,
in this

city,

rumble and shake and burst forth
and reduce our State, our very civilization to ruins.
May such a day' never come! I believe
it
never will come. But if it should, you and I, our judges
and our juries and our legislators, our churches and our wealthy
classes, and all who might do justice and yet do not, will be
responsible.
O, my friends, my countrymen, what a trust have
we! Our fathers who laid the foundations of our government in
freedom never dreamed that in the very name of freedom anarchy
would raise its horrid head and dare to assail it. Let us remem»
ber their toils and their courage and take heart. Let us pledge to
our country a new devotion. Let us resolve in the spirit of the
immortal Lincoln who belongs more particulary to this commonwealth and whose statue now crowns the entrance to one ot
and

in

with

volcanic

time

it

will

force

—

!

;
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our parks -that this government of the people, by the people,

for

the people, shall not perish from the earth.
"

Thou,

O

O Ship of State!
Union, strong and great!

Humanity with all its fears,
With all the hopes of future

hanging breathless on thy fate!
what Master laid thy keel,
What workmen wrought thy ribs of steel,
Who made each mast and sail and rope,
What anvils rang, what hammers beat,
In what a forge and what a heat
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope!
Fear not each sudden sound and shock,
Tis of the wave and not the rock

We know

not a rent

made by

musical accents of their fluent speech;

—

the gale!

command

on the shore,

hearts, our hopes,

our prayers, our
triumphant o'er our fears,
with thee are all with thee!"

tears,

—

London, August

31, 18S7.

have been quite oblivious during the past weeks of the promise I made, in part at least, before leaving America, that I would
give for The Open Court something of my impressions and
experiences in this old world, yet to me new world, of travel and
temporary sojourn. The current of life has flowed swiftly with
us since we came to these shores; in such rapid succession have
the objects thrust themselves upon us, that I have felt almost
unqualified to state an impression, a conviction, or an idea, sufficiently matured or worthy to deserve to be laid before the eye of
anybody. And yet in some ways the new is ever old, the things
that come under the eye, the old and familiar acquaintances
though in new faces, and only illustrating and confirming the perceptions and conclusions long ago deliberately reached, and intensified and strengthened in the growing years.
It is the same
world, the same men, much the same life, under modified features
and in differing climes.
I will not attempt to describe the feeling of one who for the
first time, though it may be late in life, visits the ancestral seats,
and looks upon lands which he had long heard of, read of, and
painted fondly in fancy's dream. It is like the experience of
love, I take it, which coming oftenest in youth, changes for its
subject, during these moments, the whole world, transfiguring all
of life, pouring the soft glow of a new affection upon every thing
the universe holds, glorifying, transforming all, but once known,
can never be repeated, can never come a second time in its fullness with any individual. It is a delight for any one to look for
the first time upon forefathers' land, to realize that here is the rock
whence he was hewn, here is the soil on which the rugged, brave
ancestors were grown, here with whatever differences that distinguish and mark national type in feature, accent, habitude, aie
I

own

near of kin, our

own

cousins,

whom we

are

drawn

to greet

This feeling comes once, and I think though it may
be kept well alive as a steady, glowing flame, it cannot with anysecond, third or other visit, ever come in its first freshness and

and love.

power

again.

speak

— perhaps

of the Louvre, where

during our brief stay

I

may sometime — of the price-

I

spent

all

the hours

I

could

in Paris; of the Jardin des Plantes,

life before you, besides valuable remains in skulls or skeletons
and numerous finds in implements, etc., of various prehistoric
races; the wealth of the British Museum, with its library approaching nearlv 1,500,000 of books, where the scholar can find the volume he wants upon any subject, provided it may be had anywhere
in the world, and can if his time will permit, revel in the study,
Besides this the
the enjoyment of unending riches of knowledge.

A LETTER FROM LONDON.

our

like to

with its extensive collections in natural history, and particularly
comparative anatomy and anthropology, the largest, richest, most
instructive, that my eyes have ever beheld, all the races of men
on the face of the globe there represented and shown almost in

faith

the Editors:

would

I

less treasures

CORRESPONDENCE.
To

— the

respectively, ancestral lands to me.

sail,

hearts, our hopes, are all with thee,

all

both these lands

in

'

Sail on, nor fear to trust the sea

Our
Our
Our
Are

for

by -gone days of such internecine feuds and struggles of
two kindred peoples who, separated by a narrow frith,' had been
made enemies, when 'otherwise like kindred drops they might have
mingled into one' weie on the paternal and maternal sides

In spite of rock and tempest's roar,
In spite of false lights

—

scenes

'

And

delight, such thrill

cliffs

—
years,

Is

'Tis but the flapping of the

was mine when first I viewed the
and the green hills of Old England, as I looked upon
the people, and heard the accents of the old familiar tongue we
had been for a time upon the Continent before entering England
ours, and yet in some ways not ours, differenced from our American speech by peculiarities palpable to the ear, yet difficult to
describe.
Such also as I looked upon the garden-tilled lands and
luxuriant groves and forests of France, the varied glories of the
magnificent landscape, as I entered the towns and peered into the
faces of this vivacious, bright, mercurial people, and caught the

Such

chalk

too, sail on,

Sail on,
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Museum

British

possesses, as does the

lections of antiquities, Greek,
tian, etc.
is

The

it,

Louvre

also,

extensive col-

Etruscan, Assyrian, Egyp-

collection of Egyptian antiquities in the

pronounced the richest

rival

Roman,

in

save that in Boulaq,

religious history of

mankind

Europe, nothing
in

find

Louvre

the world to

Here the student of the

Egypt.

will

in

much

and deeply suggestive, pouring important

that

light

is

instructive

upon questions

long debated, never yet fully answered, touching the early beliefs,
among the ancient races.

the tvpe and quality of the conceptions

Surelv, the great French and English nations have not lived in
vain to have gathered from all parts of the earth such treasures,

and
all,

to

hold them

now

at the sole price of

open, free for the inspection, the study of
coming hither to see them. The mainte-

nance of these arrangements, keeping the galleries open for the
service of the public, is attended with considerable expense, this
borne in both instances by the respective governments. For ages
to come, we in America can have nothing comparable to these
riches.
It

seems an unfortunate time

for

finding certain

names

science and letters, that one would most like to meet, at home.
is

the period of the vacation, and

Tvndall are both

Max

in

many

are away.

in
It

Huxley and

Switzerland for several weeks' sojourn.

Pro-

and Dr. E. B. Tylor, both resident at Oxford,
whom I had hoped to see and if possible to hear, are also absent.
The former, a lady friend of mine recently called upon. She found
him accessible and cordial. He expressed a friendly interest in
America, notes with all good wishes the advancement in thought
and knowledge steadily being made among us, and has contemplated visiting our country, as he has been repeatedly and pressingly
urged to do, but doubts now that he may. How many with glad
ears and rejoicing, hungering eyes would greet this renowned
scholar and eloquent, inspiring teacherl Might he but reconsider
his decision and consent to come. Dr. Tylor is a man of such profound attainment and eminent service in the sphere of anthropology, shedding light, unequaled elsewhere so far as I know, upon
the earlv condition and the slow, steady growth of mankind along
fessor

Miiller

-
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the several planes of ascent, that
to

have

I feel

it

a real deprivation finally

him.

failed to see

The Parliament

and twice have I been
admitted to the gallery of the House of Commons, once also to
the House of Lords. The burning Irish question is there perpetually present, and the proceedings were at times very animated,
almost stormy. Obviously the irrepressible conflict, witnessed in
one form or another through all history and not unfamiliar among
ourselves,

was

in

still

is

session,

On

Chamber.

one side the representatives
of established usage, vested rights, accustomed to the exercise of
power and the exactions which power makes easy, and seeming
to belong without doubt or question to their class, tenacious, wary,
trained and strong, unwilling, as all such are, to surrender aught
in this

of their ancient privilege

and those

who

and on the other hand those who are of
stand for the oppressed classes, and here for the

has ruled on that unhappy island,

— the whole

business

such a pass that the Tory government must make some recognition and devise some partial measure of relief.
Into the Irish question

cannot enter. It has its complications, is at present very mixed, and the Liberals are sharplv
divided and antagonized among themselves. Suffice it to sav, I
heard Gladstone in the House of Commons, and greatly enjoved,
I

though the speech was brief, this "old man eloquent," both for
the cause he was pleading, and for the clear cut argument, the

He seemed

to

speech.

his

me much

represents the claim

England

Tyndall,

Times, pronounces

him

in
" a

an

more, quite other than

that

published

article

hoary rhetorician."
that.

I

has truth at bottom and

think he
will

win.

in

Spurgeon
and

fills

;

with his voice this large space,

appeared interested

all

to

the

end.

the

method was

"

eccentric," but then

was, there could be

fume made

"

A

like it?

uses

adequate."

The
present,

for

the hearer

deeplv important
modern. He seems emanthe dogmatic theology, but I

cipated from

much

was utterly unable

that belongs to

marry the fact of the apparent freedom of
the preacher as seen in his pulpit, with the long and very formal,
to

tedious, introductory service with

the chants, readings, responses,

the

choir of surpliced boys,

with frequent repetition of
phrases familiar enough in orthodox belief, not omitting the
genuflexions withal, that came before he entered the pulpit. I
etc.,

—

thought of what Rev. M. J. Savage a few years ago wrote of the
Unitarian denomination he spoke of it as bearing still certain
"rudiments " upon it, and I concluded that here also we have
;

some

traces of a former stage of theological existence not yet cast
out by action of the perfect law of liberty. Canon Farrar on that
Sunday morning at St. Margaret's emphasized character^ and set

home

forcible way upon his hearers, repreand standard-bearers of the fashionable, orthodox religion of our time, standing before society much
in the same position as did the scribes and Pharisees whom Jesus
so pointedly rebuked and condemned.
It sounded queer to hear
such things in Westminster, but nowhere, perhaps, could they be
given more fittingly and usefully.
Quite lately our little party went over to the great tabernacle
to hear Spurgeon.
The church is immense, has two tiers of

the injunction

in

most

sentatives as he recognized,

per-

spittle.

Is there

when

Christ

anxious to heal them.

"You

have

to believe

on the Lord Jesus Christ and you

shall

see."

"

Go

it, not send your wife.
Up with
Waters of Siloam will not come to

wash, not pray about

you man, up with you.
you."
"

Don't quarrel with your bread and butter.

Good

advice to

Don't quarrel with salvation."
Now and then some shrewd, dry remark or jet of quiet humor
interspersed in the discourse would produce a marked sensation,
flowing, rippling through the house, while his disparagement and
decrial of culture, his manifest dislike and aversion to the methlaborers.

ods of careful study and thought, his evidently favorite gibe at the

—

twenty genuflexions, and each one difficult" strange conjuncfrom each other, not to say oppositeobviously took well with the audience he was addressing. I suppose the discourse as a whole was a good sample of the style we
know as the Moody-Sankey sort in America. It is to be said,
however, that the subject was well elaborated from his point of
view, there was a consecutive order, natural, clear and well
"

could not but feel as

translations out of the ancient into the

no

is

made the
you would readily know. Jesus was
walking up and down these aisles, seeking the blind, and

have always felt deserved to be held in high honor by all. The
fame of his eloquence too, placing him when he was in the
Church, as after Stanley the foremost of the English divines, was

frank and practical, and had

There

presentation was very realistic, and the preacher

adapted to draw and to hold the hearer.

widely known, and had reached us in America. I was therefore
greatly desirous to see, to hear him. The discourses were manly,

"

application then and there as

Church when he could no longer believingly and sincerely read the liturgy and perform the observances,
I

He
that

Jesus' way, and there

clay mingled with spittle,

little

leaving the Episcopal

;

was

to that.

Only the Christ possessed the

anything
is

it

John.

owned

of the rarest spices that can equal the saliva of this

divine master."

it,

none comparable

tion of things so far foreign

it,

in

described the process minutely and quite dramatically,

and honor the swift perception and the
courage shown in this eve of life by her illustrious son.
Twice have I heard Rev. Stopford Brooke, who is nowpreaching in an independent Chapel, his own, I am told and once,
standing in a great crowd that filled all the aisles, have I heard
Archdeacon Farrar. Brooke, by his deep regard for conscience,
shall yet see

can hear distinctly
His subject was the

all

man, recorded

restoration of sight to the blind

now come

to

incisive force of

vacant

;

multitudes of Irish tenants, who for years and generations have
been plucked and plundered by the relentless landlordism which

recently in the

all round the room, and the seating capacity is
Nearly every seat was occupied I saw a few only
the topmost gallery.
Many sat on steps in the aisles.

reaching

lleries

stated as 5,000.

Spurgeon's appearance was that of an earnest man, and
I

was

listening, that

it is

all

the

more

I

tragic

that the preacher as well as the hearer, the performer as well as
his subjects, seems fully to believe in the wretched incantation
and solemn spell-working with which this business of religion has
been brought into unhallowed union. What must one think of
Christianitv or of Jesus, if what we heard and saw represents
them as they were 1,800 years ago?
That great audience of 4,000 people, perhaps considerably
more, were to all appearance from the plain and working classes,

generally doubtless unlettered, but earnest, reverent, desirous to
find

something

to hand.

to rest upon,

What an

and readv

opportunity

I

to believe that

thought, for a

here

it

was

man who had

wisdom, and speech from on high, had he been in that pulwaken and inspire these latent, stirring, yet dim and
unopened sensibilities, to tell them what they had come there for,
and how, where they should find it. But the multitude as they
interpreted the errand that brought them, came to hear the Gospel a la Spurgeon, and had there been the other and the higher
word waiting for them, this audience would not have been there.
I think it is Tyndall who says somewhere that the emotions
of man are older than his understanding, and that a sentiment of
such depth evidently as the religious, is not soon to pass away.
This last was testified to by what I saw in that tabernacle. The
profoundness and transcendent strength of this consciousness out
of which what we call religion grows, cannot be overestimated.
It must last as thought, as concrete expression as well, while the
human race endures. But plainly long ages must pass ere the
sentiment shall have been married and co-ordinated with intelligence and the reverence of the mind, all the stirrings of emotion
light,

pit,

to rouse,

:
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and the ejaculations, the longings of worship, shall fasten and
rest purely on the objects of reason.

Charles D.

B.

Mills.

the Editors:

With all due deference
wherein we would gain were

to

SPECIES.
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.
Prof. Max Miiller, I cannot see

the

his debtors, explains

therein the difference

between the terms "genus" and "species," he says:

"The

when

individual object alone exists in nature; but,

vidual objects are compared,

it

is

found that

many

I

the Editors

The

and those which thus agree constitute a species,
which is a statement of the common characters
of the individuals which compose the species.
"Again, when the species thus established are compared, certain of them are found to agree with one another and to differ
from all the rest in some one or more peculiarities. They thus
form a group which, logically, is merely a species of a higher
order, while technically it is termed a 'genus.'
And, by a continuation of the same process, genera are grouped into families,
Each of the groups thus named
families into orders, and so on.
is in a logical sense a genus, of which the next lower groups constitute the species."

writer then goes on to quote from Linnaeus and Cuvier,

shows how the doctrine of evolution confirms us in
the use of the word species as distinct from "genus," since that
doctrine proves that "selective breeding is competent to convert
permanent races" genus, therefore "into physiologically disfinally

—

tinct species."

What

Max

Miiller

means by saying

that "

Darwin

all

is

species

were produced by special acts of creation " I am at a loss to understand.
On this point the author of the Origin of Species is most
clear.
He says: " I believe that animals have descended from at
most only four or five progenitors." {Origin of Species, first edi-

it

Thus an

And

again

:

I

view

the lineal descendants of
the

first

all

beings, not as special creations, but as

some few beings which

lived long before

bed of the Silurian system was deposited."

its

to Haeckel's view of the
protoplasmic root, " sodden in the mud

of the seas which existed before the oldest of the fossiliferous

rocks were deposited."

To men holding
and

I

to his

these views the term " species " is a necessity,
can only attribute Prof. Max Miiller's objection to the term

German love for compound words. Why "class" and
when one word embraces the whole? All can appre-

" sub-class,"

ciate the causes

the

fittest, for

which

led scientists to adopt the term survival of

natural selection, since, as Dr. Draper has pointed

has also rewritten a line

"Nature never

I

Humpty-Dumpty "

in

Timon

of Athens " thus

is

"cruel;" but

would

it

ideas of sociology to say

crust.

F.

Concord, Mass., Oct. 18, 1SS7.
County Convention of Woman
Concord Town Hall yesterday. There was a

attended the Middlesex

I

Suffragists in the

large attendance of delegates, mostly ladies from adjoining towns.

Among

the speakers in the afternoon were Mrs. Lucy Stone,
Mrs. Walton, Miss Cora Scott Pond, Revs. J. S. Bush and F. W.

Holland.

I

took the opportunity of bringing what has been

already sent you as a

new argument.

In the evening a

crowded

audience listened with delight to Mrs. Livermore and Colonel

A

Higginson.

very gratifying desire was shown by the people

of Concord generally to
conviction

is

make

that there

the day pleasant for visitors.

is

more

life

and hope

in the

My

move-

I have realized, as well as more justice.
The arguments of Colonel Higginson and Mrs. Walton were particularly
strong as showing how much women need to have representatives
of their own.
F. M. H.

ment than

BOOK REVIEWS.
A Memoir

By James Elliot
of Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,
1SS7; two volumes, pp. 809.
Price, $3.50.

Cabot.

volumes has well fulfilled the trust reposed
as the one man among his many
life-long friends best fitted to become his literary executor and
biographer. Although in the long life of one so well and widely
known as Emerson there could be little to relate that was absolutely new in his life history with which to surprise and startle
Mr. Cabot

in

in these

him by Emerson and family

the public (as in the case of the Carlyle memoirs), yet our
glimpses of the Concord sage had hitherto been of a fragmentary
sort
side views or studies of his character from certain points of

—
— but

view

in

this

in its entirety.

written to Rev.

own

educational salvation.
do not wish to be as dogmatic as "
their

in "

laws are crust."

and religion are the crust which gives form to the social
of ages has been how to develop ourselves
out of mere crude dough, without getting our crust baked too
hard.
Only two hundred years ago, the loaf was pretty much all

them.

;

civil

The problem

loaf.

work out

selects.

which Laertes

that law

Nature simply obeys laws;" but the
objection to the term species seems to me as ill-founded as the
objections to the term biology. The objectors in this case had
the good grace to suggest another name: " zootocology " but
Prof. Max Miiller offers no term which shall replace the word so
long in use, and which has been employed by those in authority
ever since the dawn of modern biology a hundred years ago. It
seems to me that any changes as to terms already accepted are
undesirable and extremely puzzling to the .many who have to

out,

has been copying with a
the line in

to be " a ministering angel," so as to

The last word in standard editions
harmony with the most advanced

(Origin of

Huxley goes even further and bows

is

who

amended

be in

Species, pp. 4SS, 489.)

case, tracing all life to

yours truly,

office-boy

his sister

Religious canons,

tion, p. 484.)

"

sir,

being

as

read " miniature angel," which would be exactly Ophelia's

He
"

own

Prof.

"When I make use of a word It
mean;" but it does seem reason-

accidental relations of words and thoughts are sometimes

announces that

all

which

remain, dear

type-writer, has unconsciously

make

the definition of

evidently under the sway of the old definition that

to

it

:

very curious.

size.

are unimportant;

—

says:

WORDS AND THOUGHTS.
To

those characters which, for the particular purpose of the classifier,

The

who

choose

I

Elissa M. Moore.

indi-

agree in

are regarded as important, while they differ only in those

and

what

just

word which has been so long accepted
upon the whole comprehensive.

word species expunged from our
language. Eleven years ago Huxley wrote a very exhaustive
article on this same subject, entitled, "What Are Species?" and,
with that clearness which makes those who are not professed
scientists so largely

means

able to adhere to a

THE WORD
To

Alice in Wonderland,

537

life

work we have an orderly presentation of his
Mr. Cabot shows us not only the preacher,

poet and prophet, but the schoolboy, student, son, brother, lover,

husband, father and friend

— the whole man

noble and satisfactory portrait
sincere, generous,

it

is;

Emerson

—and a very

the portait of an earnest,

modest philosopher, loyal

to his convictions,

charitable in his judgments, nobly wise in thought and expression,

his

calmly

own

self-reliant yet as

ready to perceive weaknesses in

nature as in that of others, and far more ready to confess

He was

not ever a consciously great man.

Henry Ware,

in

his character thus: " It strikes

In a letter

1S3S, he touches the key-note to

me

very oddly that good and wise
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men

at

Cambridge and Boston should think of

object of criticism.

I

have always been, from

raising

my

me

into an

very incapacity

of methodical writing, 'a chartered libertine,' free to worship
and free to rail lucky when I could make myself understood, but
never esteemed near enough to the institutions and mind of
;

society

deserve the notice of the masters of literature and

to

fully the advantage of my position;
no scholar less willing or less able to
be a polemic. * * * I shall go on just as before, seeing whatever I can, and telling what I see; and, I suppose, with the same

religion.

for I well

I

have appreciated

know

that there

is

me — the joy of finding that my
who work with the sympathy of society,
loving and beloved, do now and then unexpectedly confirm my
perceptions, and find my nonsense is only their own thought in
fortune that has hitherto attended

abler and better brothers,

motley."

Although having access to Emerson's voluminous correspondence and the diary kept by him for a great part of his life,
Mr. Cabot has used rare discretion in the use of these materials,
and, perhaps mindful of the severe criticisms bestowed upon
Froude for his free use of such private sources of information,
has been verv careful in his extracts from them, yet not so much
so as to prevent our gaining a true insight into the real character

man

most intimate relationships. It is worthy of
Waldo was not at first by his
family, nor .ever by himself, considered tlie Emerson of the
Emersons. His brilliant brother Edward Emerson, who went
insane through overwork of brain at an early age, and his brother
Charles, whom he loved dearly and called "my friend, my ornament, my joy and pride," and who died of quick consumption,
were both thought to be his superiors in genius, and lie always
rated them as such.
His friendships, though not passionate, were
many and warm. Singularly enough for a man of such placid
nature and strong convictions, a number of women were among
his most cherished friends.
Elizabeth Hoar (the affianced of his
brother Charles), Margaret Fuller, Mrs. Sarah Alden Ripley,
his Aunt Mary Moody Emerson and Miss Elizabeth Peabody
were among these.
There is so much that is quotable in these volumes that it is
difficult to refrain from giving extracts, and, though space will
not in this short notice permit, we have marked much for future
reference.
In view of the general opinion as regards Carlyle's
groutiness it is refreshing to read Emerson's statement after his
first meeting with the Carlyles at Craigenputtock
"Truth and
peace and faith dwell with them and beautify them. I never saw
more amiableness than is in his countenance " and again " But
Carlvle Carlyle is so amiable that I love him." Another striking point in his friendships was his great and continued admira" He has more of the
tion of A. B. Alcott, of whom he says
godlike than any man I have ever seen, and his presence rebukes
and threatens and raises. He is a teacher. If he cannot make
intelligent men feel the presence of a superior nature, the worse
lor them; I can never doubt him."
He writes in his diary of
him: "Yesterday Alcott left us, after a three days' visit. The
most extraordinary man and the highest genius of his time. He
ought to go publishing through the land his gospel like them of
old time.
Wonderful is the steadiness of his vision. The scope
and steadiness of his eye at once rebuke all before it, and we little
men creep about ashamed."
Mr. Cabot seems more than most biographers thoroughly
appreciative of Emerson's character, and without much attempt
at explanation or criticism on his own part lets extracts from
Emerson's own letters and diary portray the grow-th of his deeper
religious feeling and of his intellectual convictions, which as soon
of the

in his

note in this connection that Ralph

:

;

:

—

:

as he defined to himself he conscientiously expressed.

In 183S

he already writes in his diary " What shall I answer to these
friendly youths who ask of me an account of theism, and think the
views I have expressed of God desolating and ghastly? I say
:

that
in

I

cannot

saying that

find, as I

God

is

some profanation

my own

explore

consciousness, any truth

a person, but the reverse.

I feel

To

that there

him
him out of my consciousness. He is
then but a great man, such as the crowd worships. * * * I
deny personality to God because it is too little, not too much.
is

as an individual

is

he

in saying

is

personal.

represent

to shut

—

—

personal life is faint and cold to the energy of God. For
Reason, and Love, and Beauty, or that which is all of these it is
the life of Life, the reason of Reason, the love of Love."
It is characteristic of Emerson's doubt and distrust of himself
that of the one hundred and seventy-three sermons which he
wrote during his ministerial experience only two were ever
Life

—

allowed

but the fact that he never felt quite at
account for this. These two volumes
are nicely bound and printed, a fact which "goes without saving"
when the name of the publishing firm of Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
is mentioned in connection with the work.

home

to get into print;

in the pulpit

may

Love and Theology.

A

novel.

By

Celia

Parker Woolley.

Boston: Ticknor and Company, 1SS7; pp.439.

Mrs. Woolley recognizes

in the title of

her unique story the

theology has more frequently proved a disturbing factor
in love affairs than is generally acknowledged, and the apparent
fact that

aim of the work
morals)

religious

(for this is

"a story with

how in
among many

to point out

is

beliefs

diversity "

may

be

attained

a

moral"

— nav

several

the present transitional stage of
classes

without

of believers,

sacrifice

of

"unity

in

conscientious

scruples on either side, and without necessarily
wrecking life's happiness because of them, and this mainly
through cultivation of the spirit of respect as well as of charity
for the religious faith and intellectual convictions of others.
We have four pair of lovers in this novel, an assortment
sufficient to give free scope to the outworking of our author's
idea.
There is one pair who never weds. A man well worth
loving who, understanding all that might come of the hereditary
insanity and idiocy with which his familv were afflicted, noblv
surrenders to the welfare of the race all his hopes of love's companionship and inspiration, devoting his life to the help of the innocent ones brought into the world thus doomed; and the strongminded woman who loves him well enough to renounce him,
theological

recognizing the righteousness of his decision, yet for his sake
leading a single, though not solitary or bemoaning

life,

but active

reform and interested to teach the world that higher knowledge which forgets selfish, in universal, good. Another couple
in all

of a more modernly fashionable type. A wealthy, cultured
handsome, graceful woman with a mind of her own, liberal ideas,

is

interested in

all

— a student of

the reforms of the day,

woman

suffrage included

Herbert Spencer's works; and a young, fine-look-

clergyman.
Then there is the
daughter of a radical freethinker, a girl
whose inherited tenderness reverts to ancestors more devout and
remote than her good-naturedly skeptical father, and her lover, a
practical, common-place, but true-hearted man of the world, who
ing,

broad-minded

Episcopal

pretty, serious, earnest

had given religion of any sort but slight attention, though
touched with the general spirit of skepticism. But the real hero
and heroine of the story, whose love and theology we are most
urgently called upon to consider, are two persons of much more
widely divergent views than any of these. One the daughter of
a New England deacon, with the inherited religious narrowness
of many sternly orthodox ancestors born in her nature; one
whom the ever increasing waves of liberal religious thought had
never reached, whose very conscience was built up on creed and
dogma, and her ardent young lover, to whom she had become
betrothed while he was studying for the ministry, but whose
studies taking a wider range than usual had finally included the
preachings of Theodore Parker, a result of which was his conscientious decision that he could not with his wider views become

THE OPEN
a preacher of an

outgrown

When

religion.

he half fearfully ex-

her whole being rises in protest, and
finding him firm in his determination, her own remorseless conscientiousness causes her to break their engagement, though
plains this to his affianced

acknowledging that she loves him with her whole heart. Thenceforward ensues a long wearisome struggle of love agains*. the-

COURT.

are about thirty fac similes of these drawings given in the vol-

ume, together with several good but differing portraits of ThackThe book is in quarto form and beautifully bound.

eray.

Evolution and Christianity.
Chicago:

bine.

ology, in which, of course, love ultimately triumphs, but only in
think it an
the face of threatened death to the beloved.

PP- 75-

artistic touch in the writer of this strongly-wrought story that

natural order

The

We

the girl does not even after marriage

become a convert

to her

and him, and the conhusband's
cessions to individual opinion are mutual and sincere. This is
the lesson of the story. The author says, " In this generous strife
of loving hearts to set the other before self, and pay respect to
the sincerity of the belief that differs from our own, we get nearer
the heart of goodness than in any other way."
Though the story is told in a serious way worthy of its purfaith,

pose there

is

only learns to respect

no lack of

it

incident, of bright talk, of descriptive

5.39

God;

Charles

II.

author's object in this
is

is

We

quite agree with Mr.

Grumbine

for

its

persistence in

its

many

forms, even the lowest and most

giving to the public this collection.

tion his daughter, Mrs.

Brookfield thus: "I

In regard to their publica-

Anne Thackeray

am

Ritchie, writes to Mrs.

very glad to hear that you have made a

arrangement for publishing your selection from my
I am, of course, unable myself by his expressed
wish to do anything of the sort. * * * I have often felt sorry
You know
to think that no one should ever know more of him.
better than any one what we should like said or unsaid, and what he
would have wished so that I am very glad to think you have under-

man seems

some

creation out of which

The

But
wife," soon after the birth of their youngest daughter.
the letters themselves are brimful of good-natured fun, satire and

little

He seems

Mr. Brookfield,
and more especially for his wife, a very cordial and trustful
friendship, and he writes frankly of all the things which interest
him, of his home, his children to whom he appears devotedly
attached, a playfellow as well as father and the various public
successes and annoyances he encountered. His wit and fancy
find free play in these private letters to trusted friends, and he
tender feeling.

to

have entertained

—

universal existence."

least satisfactory part of the

book

is

that

— " this

(P. 55.)

wnich

make some comical

drawing suggested by something he has seen or written.

There

refers to

which
Mr. Grumbine says that spirit must be accounted for as well as mechanical
This remark is followed by some pasforce or lifeless matter.
sages on the consolation afforded by belief in immortality. We
are next told " we must account for all life or grant a peculiar
constituent to life in the form of man, or there will be a sad
break in the chain of facts," etc., and that " Christianity will have
no interpretation, meaning and authority in consciousness, and
Our
will prove to be but a will-o'-the-wisp of the mind," etc.
author thinks " that life in every organized form may have two
postulate

—one

in

material, the other in

hesitates to affirm

immaterial existence."

"whether the vegetable, or animal king-

will be deprived of a future life." The essential importance
such a discussion of the questions how that which has been
formed can escape decay, how that which has come by evolution
can be exempt forever from dissolution, how consciousness, when
admitted to be the product of evolution, can persist amid conditions superior to the law of change to which it has always been

doms
in

subject,

and how

support from what

this

view of personal persistence can derive

we know under

the

name

of evolution

— the

importance of these questions in the consideration of the subject,
seems not to have occurred to our author. But the little volume
contains many good thoughts, which are presented in an earnest

and candid

spirit.

for

—

breaks off in the middle of a sentence to

is

Christianity so ardently and essentially sets forth."

He

—

come

" It

the relation of evolution to immortality

bearings

The letters show the man to be much more
amiable than the novelist. They are as delightful reading as any
book he ever wrote. They begin at a time when he was first
called upon to bear the heavy burden of home sorrow, which he
bore for so many years uncomplainingly the loss of reason
in one he often tenderly refers to in these letters as " my poor

trying to apply evolution to the religious

to think that before

direct creative impulse.

father's letters.

;

not

and back of evolution was
not for us to decide," he
says, "how quickly or how perfectly God could make any type of
life, nor whether he would or could violate the very laws which
condition the regularity, order and stability of the universe."
" Each organism is a thought of God, projected in time
(P. 49.)
and space. Yet it is a thought of God premeditated in the first
of

satisfactory

taken the work."

we do

can be divested of all its fabulous and miraculous
features and still properly be regarded as a great religious system

life

in

has flour-

it

adaptedness to meet certain wants; but

to be called Christianity.

its

Our author while

These letters, written by W. M. Thackeray to his old college
William H. Brookfield, and his wife, Jane Octavia Brookfield, have already appeared in serial form in Scri&ner's Magazine,
and from them we have given occasional extracts, and the temptation to quote further from them in their new form is very great;
but that pleasure we must in this notice forego. To the lovers of
Thackeray's writings it has been a source of regret that by the
novelist's own special request, made to his family and friends, no
memoir of him has been written, and the widespread desire
among his admirers to know more of Thackeray the man, has
been hitherto disappointed. To gratify in a measure this wish,
as well as to do honor to her dead friend, is Mrs. Brookfield's aim

that Christianity has had

grotesque, have been in the conditions amidst which

and entitled

friend,

but

a natural origin and development; and without doubt the reasons

to infringe upon the divine rights of love.

1S47-1S55.
Collection of Letters of Thackeray.
With Portraits and Reproductions of Letters and Drawings.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1887; pp. 1S9. Price,
For sale by A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.
$2.50.

is

of natural growth.

it

A

will of

for evolution,"

believe that

to the

that the

and that Jesus and Christianity,
when stripped of all that is fabulous and false, are in no way
opposed to but in harmony with and illustrative of the law
another

end; the moral is conveyed, but not preached. The book
is prettily bound, printed in excellent clear type and will make
the right sort of lover's gift in all cases where theology ventures

touches, and

to

show

to

street;

a fact in this order; that "revelation

ished and in

mere story-lover on

is

y. C. F. Grata-

Dearborn

Co., 175

work

little

read

bits of fun, to lure the

By

Study.

an expression and manifestation of the

that evolution

name

A

Kerr&

Crimes of Christianity. By G. W. Foote and
Progressive Publishing Company,
London
Street, E. C, 18S8; Vol. I. pp. 215.
:

J. M. Wheeler.
28 Stonecutter

This volume is a condensed account of the mistakes, follies
and crimes of the Christian Church from the time it was founded
The acts of Constantine, the perseto the end of the Crusades.
cution and murder of Hypatia and other unbelievers and heretics,
the evils of monkery, the forgeries perpetrated by ecclesiastics,
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the crimes of the popes, the persecution of the Jews and the horrors and deplorable results of the Crusades, are presented in a concise

and impressive manner.

The authors claim

that "the

tri-

umph of Christianity was the triumph of barbarism," and this
they try to prove by narrating many of the crimes and cruelties
which marked the history of the Church during the period treated,
while carefully omitting

all

reference to the brighter side and

Gibbon, Milman, Giesler, Newman (J. H.), Lecky, Mosheim, Hallam, Jortin, Carlyle and other
eminent authors are cited, and so far as we have been able to
verify the quotations, they are given accurately; at the same
nobler aspects of that history.

convey an impression quite different
from that produced by the writings from which they are taken
The method is identical with that of many works written in
defense of Christianity. It does not give a fair, impartial view of
Christianity in its influence on the world; but it may be read

"Gen.

who

are acquainted only with those treatises

on Christianity which aim to prove its divinity by referring to all
its good precepts and to all the bright spots in the civilization of
Christendom, and presenting in contrast thereto all the evils of
Paganism and the mistakes and follies of " infidels." For the
unpartizan, scientific mind that views Christianity as a system of
thought which has its place in the evolutionary order, the work
has value only as one of the indications and products of a transiMessrs. Foote and Wheeler have the
tional stage of thought.

and education, if they could but emancipate themselves
from the method and influence of the theology they so rabidly
oppose, to write a much better book in regard to the influences
of Christianity, than the one here noticed.
ability

The Earth
Science

&

A

in Space.

By Ed-card P.

phy.

in

Manual of Astronomical Geogra-

Jackson, A.M., Instructor in Physical

the Boston Latin School.

Boston: D. C. Heath

Co., 18S7; pp. 73.

astronomy.

This handsome volume contains
its

life

author, the late

from his birth

and incidents

to the last

Henry

many

New York:

interesting reminis-

B. Stanton.

It

gives a sketch

with recollections of individuals
years of his life, during which he came in
in 1S05,

many eminent men and women, and was in positions
much in regard to personal characters, and the political,

movements of
of Mr. Stanton's "random" notes
religious

and

"As

I

turn

my

etc.

eye back

over the fourscore years covered by this narrative, I am deeply
impressed with the sad thought that nearly all the persons of
whom I have written are in the spirit-land, and that some of the

more distinguished have entered

We

of this work was issued."
ing book than

Random

portals since the

its

have seldom read

a

edition

first

more

interest-

Recollections.

The Clerical Combination to Influence

Civil Legisla-

tion on Marriage and Divorce.
D.D., LL.D.

By Richard Brodhead,
Company, 1S87; pp. 32.

B. Lippincott

J.

Dr. Westerbrook has brought together

many

useful facts, historical

cious

comments and suggestions

He

divorce.

and

legal,
in

views with suspicion the

in a condensed form
accompanied with judiregard to marriage and

movement

of ecclesiastics

on domestic relations. The
falsity of the claim that monogamic marriage is of Christian origin, and that the clergy are its divinely commissioned ministers is
pointedly indicated, and the position defended that the State
should recognize marriage as a civil contract only. " Let the
civil contract," he says, "be first ratified by a civil officer, and
then hand the contractors over to the clergy if they so desire."
This is undoubtedly the correct view, and the only one consistent
with the total separation of Church and State. Marriage can be
justly treated by the State only as a civil contract, and the recognition of its ratification by ecclesiastics, be they Christian, Moex

officio

to dictate civil

legislation

government.

Mormon, is contrary to the principles of secular
Our author says " Free and-easy divorce should

made

possible by law, nor should the foundation of mar-

hammedan
not be

or

riage or the sacredness of the family and the

The extremes

mined.

home

be under-

of dogmatism and fanaticism should be

be carefully considered."

Poems.

Bv James

Chicago: C. H. Kerr

Blake.

I'i/a

Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, 1SS7; pp. 1S7. Price, $1.00
Essays. By J. V.Blake. Chicago: C H. Kerr & Co.

Geo. H.

&

Co.

Boston:

Price, $1.00.

Ellis; pp. 212.

Mr. Blake's modeslly named book of " Poems" contains
bits of verse, the two longest, which open and
close the collection, being entitled " Wild Rice" and "John
Atheling

298.

contact with
to learn

"American Jour-

about one hundred

Random Recollections. By Henry B. Stanton.
Harper & Brothers, Franklin Square, 1S87; pp.

of his

Blair,"

"Religious Newspapers,"

Papers,"

avoided, and the law of social science and public policy should

This little manual, an abbreviated and simplified version of a
mathematical geography issued some years ago, was prepared in
compliance with the request of the late Miss Lucretia Crocker, a
supervisor of the Boston public schools. It is designed for grammar schools and for high and normal schools; but it may be
profitably studied by any one who is unacquainted with and
desires instruction in the most practical of all the departments of

cences of

Cameron, Chase and
Daily

In the la^t chapter, the author says:

time, as given they often

with profit by those

Butler," "

nalism and the

social

his time.

Among

are the following:

the themes

"The Bom-

bardment of Stonington," " Perry's Victory on Lake Erie," " Lorenzo Dow," "Connecticut Calvinism," " Nathan Daboll, the
Arithmetician," "George D. Prentice," "Henry Clay," "Tammany Hall," "The Anti-Masonic Excitement," "Thurlow Weed,"
" Edmund Kean," ' Garrett Smith and Frances Wright," " De
Witt Clinton and Van Buren," " Millard Fillmore, Seward and
Silas Wright," " The Wilmot Proviso and Charles G.Finney,"
"Lyman Beecher and James G. Birney," "John Neal, the Poet,"
"John Quincy Adams," "Graham, the Dietatic Reformer," "The
Abolitionists," "The World's Anti-Slavery Convention in England," "Wellington on the Irish Question," "Macaulay and
Gladstone," " The Chartists," " O'Connell," " Webster,"
"'Mad' Anthony Wayne," "Cass," " Buchannan,"

"
"

Choate,"

Marcy,"
"Douglass," "Greeley and Conkling," "Lincoln and Corwin,"

"

Of

shorter

the

poems we like best " Everlasting,"
"Amoris Avaritia," "Actum Est"

"The

Bishop's Eyes," "Jesus,"

and

N'Importe."

'.'

Mr. Blake's idea of poetry

is

expressed in

the following lines:
" Simply to see things as they are,
Is poetry; for

Cannot consist with what

Who sees the
And

singeth

this, this

beauty, power and bliss

when he

Many of the poems are
The Essays are thirty

Thus he
with poetry,
what he doth see."

is not.

truth, liveth
tells

pleasant lover's verse.

in number, and treat in Mr. Blake's
happy way of such subjects as "Immortal Life," "Death," "Conscience," "Heroism," " Individuality," "Common Sense," "Government" and kindred every day topics which are looked at from

a generally optimistic point of view.

The Christmas number of Wide-Awake is to have articles
from Edmund C. Steadman, Andrew Lang, II. Rider Haggard,
Sidney Luska and others as noted. It will be a grand Christmas
present for any young person. The October number, with its
usual number of fine illustrations, has contributions from Mrs. A.
D. T. Whitney, Edwin Arnold, Louise Quincy and others.
Charles Egbert Craddock's story of " Keedon Bluffs " is concluded
in a satisfactory

way.

.

